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Insight, the Recovery People, is helping employers in Michigan reduce
costs related to mental health, alcohol, and drug abuse for over 26 years. We
have solutions to how you can retain valued employees, and improve
productivity with minimum interruption of work and family life. For more
information about Insight's full range of flexible treatment programs, call us
today at 1-800-441-5092.

The Recovery Peo~ile for over 26 years.
Alcohol, Substance Abuse &Mental Health Programs for individuals and families •Detoxification •Residential Care

• Day Treatment •Outpatient Services •Halfway House •Conveniently located throughout Michigan •Accredited by

the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO) •Non-Profit Organization
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Profiling Workers Who File Workers' Compensation
Stress Claims

Using five years of workers' compensation evaluations and treatment data, the
authors profile seven types of workers filing such claims, from the needful
Replicated Family Worker to the conniving Malingerer.

Lawrence T. Woodburn, PhD, and Suzanne M. Simpson, PhD

~~ Dual Relationships in Employee Assistance
The many hats worn by an EAP professional~o-worker, clinician, citizen of the
community—can lead to dual relationships. Consider the woman who scheduled
an appointment with an EAP representative whose ex-husband she had an
affair with. Should such a dual relationship come your way, hnndle evith care.

Rita Chaney, MS, CEAP

Women's Issues in Treatment
How might the sense of touch interfere with a chemically dependent mother's
relationship with her baby? When is a chemically dependent woman at greatest
risk for becoming pregnant? Are women's issues being thoroughly addressed
in treatment? Learn what the chair of an Ohio Association of Alcohol and Drug
Counselor's task force on women learned when she studied women's issues in
treatment.

Anne Sabri, CCDC III, OPC, NCRC, NCAC

Why the Resistance?: EAPs and the Male Paradox
The cultural conditioning that makes so many men candidates for behavioral
care services is the same conditioning that prevents them from using the EAP
in the first place. Call it the mule yc~radox. But don't give up. Something can be
done.

Christopher K. Drake, MSW, LSW
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Three Honored for Their Contributions to the EAP Field, page 11.
At the 10th Annual North American Congress on Employee Assistance Programs
held in August, one EAP professional was inducted into the EAP Digest Hall of
Fame and two others received the first ever "Award of Excellence" and "Award of

Professional Ethics."

Helping Employees Manage Change by Bruce Cryer in Ernplo~ee Issaies, page 50.

"Keeping the workforce healthy and productive requires strategies that address—

even anticipate—organizational change," writes the author. Afterall, qunlit~

improvement assumes everything that can be improved, including a worker's ability

to handle change.
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Create Your Own Resource Center Using

FreeSampie the Helping Hand Pamphlet Series
Pamphlets Ideal for drug-free workplace and schools, EAPs, mental health and wellness programs, screen-

~ 1-800-453-7733 ing and referral centers, substance abuse and student assistance programs.

Stimulants HH-002
Describes medical and nonmedi-
cal uses, and the signs of chronic
abuse.

Preventing Alcohol &
Other Drug Use

HH-003
The emphasis is on preventing
problems from the perspective of
a friend, parent or citizen.

Cocaine &Crack
H H-004

Complete overview of risks and
long-term physical and
pychological effects of use.

Marijuana HH-005
Answers the most frequently
asked questions on the effects of
the drug on the human body.

Inhalants HH-006
A complete listing of the most
frequently abused substances
and the risks associated with use.

Hallucinogens HH-007
Defines and emphasizes the
negative effects and dangers of
LSD and other hallucinogenic
substances.

Depression HH-008
Describes the scope of the ill-
ness, symptoms, and practical
advice for helping.

Codependence HH-009
Defines the characteristics of
codependence, how to get help,
and how to maintain your own
recovery.

Alcohol HH-010
Focuses on effects, dangers, and
kind of help available for our
biggest drug problem.

Sexually Transmitted
Diseases HH-011
Answers questions and outlines
guidelines to prevent the spread
of infection.

Eating Disorders
HH-012

Magnitude of the problem is
discussed; types of disorders are
explained and high-risk factors
are listed.

Narcotics HH-013
Includes symptoms, dangers and
treatment options for addicts.

Youths, Alcohol &
Other Drugs HII-014
Alerts readers to danger signals,
society's contribution to the
problem, and early predictors of
alcohol and other drug use.

Tobacco HH-015
Explains why people smoke and
the risks of smoking to the
smoker and nonsmoker.

~'

I'

R

Number of

Packa es
Number of

Pam hlets
Standard Personalized

Cost per Cost Per Cost per Cost per
I (50 per/pkg.) Pamphlet Package Pamphlet Package

C 1-4 50-200 $.30 $15.00 NSA N/A
I 5-10 250-500 $.26 $13.00 NSA N/A
N 11-40 550-2,000 $.22 $11.00 $.27 $13.50
G 41+ 2,050+ $.20 $10.00 $.24 $12.00

Helping a Friend with a
Drinking Problem

HH-016
Explains intervention and
emphasizes the importance of get-
ting involved and avoiding enabling.

Drinking, Drugging, and
Driving HH-017
Geared toward underage youth with
a strong NO-USE message.

When ordering, list item numbers) desired (HH-002 —HH-017 ),
number of packages desired, and include personalization information,
if applicable.

Special Starter Kit HH-018

41
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Purchase our attractive pamphlet display unit and any 12 pamphlet
titles and you receive your pamphlets personalized FREE!

Display Unit ...... $129.50
12 Pamphlet Titles ...... $132.00

Personalization .... FREE
STARTER KIT TOTAL ...... 261.50

A $60.00 SAVINGS!
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,Parents Are ̂Key ~o ° 
,_. ~ . ,,

Drug-free Workforce
n order to create a more drug-free ~'~
workforce, employee assistance
program (EAP) professionals must t
work with the employees of tomor- ~'

row--the children of todly. As such, EAP '~:; ~'
professionals need to spend more ,,, --:
creative energies developing strategies y
that inform and educate working parents ~ ~~ ~ (`'
of their role in reducing alcohol and ' '~`t ~+'
other drug (AOD) problems. ~ ~ ~'' ~ 1,
A recent study by the Johnson Insti-

tute concludes that parent permissiveness regarding alcohol use is a
major factor in kid's alcohol use.
The Johnson Institute, aMinneapolis-based company dedicated to

preventing the use and abuse of alcohol and other drugs in schools and
the workplace, asked students in 13 U.S. commtulities whether their
parents had taken a firm stand against alcohol use. The results showed
that fewer than a third of the 10th graders had received 1 clear "don't
drink" message from their parents. Among other surprises:
• When parents "bargain" with their kids—allowing teens to drink if

they promise not to drive drLU~lc, for instance— the kids are more likely to
drive when they have been drinking, or be in a car driven by someone
else who has been drinking.
•When teens are permitted to drink at home, they are more likely to

use AODs outside the home, and they are also more likely to develop
AOD related behavioral and health problems.
• The data did not show a significant link between kids who say they

are ~rixioris about peer pressure and those who say they have problems—,~'
social, legal or medical—with AODs.

Parents continue to Ue the first, and best, source of AOD prevention
education for children. And many work hard to keep their children out of ̂.
the Butches of use and addiction. Without community support, however,

':the battle is lonely, painful, and sometimes futile.
y As parents of any teenager can attest, adult and community attitudes
-'and behaviors become an increasingly powerful influence as students
pass through adolescence. No matter how well intentioned the parent, no
matter how thorough the preparation, any parent can face a situation in
which a child is persuaded by peer pressure, community attitudes, and
Aother forces beyond a parent's control.

Through organizations such as SAFE Homes, PRIDE, National Fami-
ies in Action, and the National Federation of Parents for Drug-Free ',

'Youth, parents across our colurtry are finding that parent peer groups can
be a significant offsetting force. For example, in talking with one another,

`parents quickly learn that—regardless of what teens say— "everybody
''else's parents" are not permitting inappropriate behavior.
We cznnot afford to downplay the influence of a parent on his or her

child's decision to use or not to use. Whether the actual parent or a caring
adult serving in a parental role, he or she can make a difference. Children I
who feel connected with their families and who receive a clear message
on AOD use are less likely to develop AOD problems.

Most kids are ready and waiting for their parents to take a firm stand
with them in saying no to alcohol and other drugs. Let's help them do it!
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Our opportunities for helping
young people have grown.

~ ~~.:_
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'~ ~ ~ ~~

For years, Cedar Crest has offered ~a ; patients and professionals as well. We

quality residential care for

\

~. , ~
~ •3

offer a 48 hour approval or disapproval

troubled young people ages $' `~ ~ tumaroun~j time that expedites the

5-17 and their families. Now we ~ discharge Manning process. We strive

have expanded our care to meet ~: ` ~~F`
s

to screen the potential patient's records

even more needs, We have a ~ quickly while evaluating

unique program that assists ~ ~' ~,,~ , ~~ ~`~~ ~ the clinical appropriateness

the special developmental ~ ~~ ,~ ;, ~;' ~~f the patient for our facility.

needs of children ages 4-7. Our goal is to find the hest
*;

We have also created a ~ ~ ,? possible care for the patient.

dual diagnosis program that ` ~ ~ ~, ̀  ~ ~, ., Call Cedar Crest tc~ay

works with residents who have

~~

r \°~~ ~ for your free video at

chemical dependency as well as ~\ ~i~~,;;
It~~ 

~ \ 1-800-888-4071 and seeutii~\ 
S

' ~ ,., "

psychiatric problems. Through a
i~ i gr,:'

how we are helping more

twelve step approach, chemical
~~ ~~~~

young people achieve healthy

dependency education and ~.} , futures in a home-like setting.

continued work nn their
8

~ ~ ' `
~:

~~

psychiatric issues, our £~ ~"~ ~"!

dually-diagnosed residents \,,

learn how to live productive lives. ~~C2Cldr Cr2St

Our timely admissions process
Residential Treatment Center

- Belton, Texas
makes the referral process easier on 1-800.888.4071

~;
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Two new directors have been
elected to the board of Value Health,
Inc., Constance Berry Newman and
John L. Vogelstein. Newman is
under secretary and chief operating
officer of the Smithsonian Institution
and has held a number of positions
with the federal government, includ-
ingdirector of the Office of Personnel
Management and assistant secretary
of the U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development. Vogelstein
is vice chairman of the board of
directors of E.M. Warburg, Pincus &
Co., Inc. and president of Warburg
Pincus Ventures, Inc. The Avon,
Conn., based Value Health is a
leading provider of managed care
benefit programs and health care
information services.

Also at Value Health, Raymond
J. Baxter, PhD, former director of
public health for San Francisco, has
been named senior vice president of
Lewin-VHI, a Value Health subsid-
iary. Lewin-VHI is a national health
policy and management consulting
firm with offices in Washington,
D.C. and San Francisco.

8

0
Willow Creek Hospital of Arlington,
Texas, announces two appointments.
Donald K. Sykes, Jr., has been
named chief executive officer. He
had previously served as executive
director of Glenbeigh Hospital in
Cleveland, Ohio. Also, Carole A.
Matyas, CSW-ACP, has been named
director of clinical programs. She has
over 15 years of clinical and manage-
mentexperience in both mental
health and chemical dependency
services. Willow Creek offers mental
health and chemical dependency
treatment services for adolescents
and adults.

Sam R. Anderson has been pro-
moted to manager of Employee
Assistance Program Services at
Gateway Rehabilitation Center in
Aliquippa, Pa. Anderson had work-
ed as a professional outreach special-
ist since joining Gateway last year. In
this new position, he'll serve as a
consultant in developing and man-
aging the center's EAP services.

gown Sag ,.:Lunch Ides.!

Help Your Employees Balance Their
Roles at Home and Work.

Studies show that businesses lose almost eight
days per employee each year due to problems with
their children. Now you can help reduce the losses,
while benefitting your employees and their fami-
1ies, by offering the Active Pare~ating Tockiy video
series as your next brown bag lunch program!

This six-session series teaches parents of children ag
how to end power struggles, instill courage and self-esteem, lay the
foundation for sl~bstance ab~~se prevention and more. The program kit includes six,
30-minute videotapes, a P~a~•e~at's Guide and 20 parent brochures for each session. Call today
fora 30-day, no-obligation evaluation! Cost: $345 plus shipping aid handling.

Ca111-800-82 5-0060
~CTIVEXXX`^
j~ARENTING

P U B L I 5 H E R S

8101~ranklin Court, Suite 6 •Marietta, Georgia 30067
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Gateway Rehabilitation Center is
southwest Pennsylvania's largest
alcohol and other drug addiction
treatment provider with seven
locations serving adults, adoles-
cents, and their families.

PrimeHealth, the Mobile, Alabama
based HMO, has promoted Danny
Rickert to the position of director of
marketing and development.
Rickert had served as the HMO's
director of operations. In his new
position, he'll be responsible for
developing new products and ser-
vices and directing PrimeHealth's
marketing, advertising, and public
relations activities. PrimeHealth
serves over 32,000 participants and
over 200 companies throughout a
five-county area of Alabama.

Danny Rickert

Shirley F. Marks, MD, MPH,
FAPA, has joined the medical staff
of University Park Hospital in Tyler,
Texas. The hospital is a non-profit
psychiatric center affiliated with the
Mother Frances Regional Health
Care Center and the East Texas
Medical Center Regional Health
Care System.

Kathleen Transue has been pro-
moted to the position of clinical
director at The Lytle Group based in
Hollidaysburg, Pa. She joined the
company in 1992 and has served as
a counselor and clinical supervisor
of the Group's office in Lakeland,
Fla. The Lytle Group provides
managmeent consulting, employee
assistance programs, drug testing
programs, and managed care
services to private and public
organizations and government
agencies throughout the U.S. ■
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Prevention
Poster Series
Colorful, eye-catching posters that provide a
low-cost way of reaching your target audience.
Designed to promote self-referrals and primary
prevention, these posters can help you increase
your program's utilization rate.

~ Drug-Free School, Workplace,
and Community Programs

~ Employee Assistance Programs

~ Mental Health and Wellness Programs

~ Screening &Referral Centers

SOMETIMES THE ON~V WAY OUT,,,
is through the

~ A systematic approach to
communicating your services
4o your target population

~A program designed to
increase your penetration
rate, promote self-referrals,
and primary prevention

~ Full-color posters with
thought-provoking captions

~ Imprinting with your program
name and phone number

Set No. D-1200 9-24 Sets 25-99 Sets 700-Up

Price Per Set (8 Posters) $12.00 $10.00 $9.00

Individual Poster Prices 1-49 Posters 50-Up
$1.75 $1.50

Add $30.00 for imprinting up 40 4 lines of copy. Free imprinting on orders
of 100 sets or more.

1-8 0 0-4 5 3- 7 7 3 3 oR use the
handy order

I+'AX 313-588-6633 form below.

p ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 7

o Send order form to: Performance Resource Press, Inc., e
OC~er FOrW~ 1863 Technology Drive, Troy, Michigan 48083-4244 0

~ Please send me sets of posters (sets D-1200) at $ oer set. ~
~ Please send me the following quantities of the individual posters indicated: ~
~ D•12001 D-12002 D•12003 D-12004 D•12005 D•12006 D-12007 D-12008 ~
~ o
~ o
~ Imprint (Attach copy to be imprinted on separate sheet) 

subcocei e
~mprintinp

0 0
0 7°~ Shipping end Handling D

(55.00 minimum)~

s If using a purchase order, a copy
Canadian &Foreign 15°,6 ~

(515.00 minimum)
o of the PO must accompany your a~ 

~ order. All orders payable in U.S. CanedianGS77% e

~ 
'

funds. Make checks payable to MlchigenResidents Y

~ Performance Resource Press. Add 4°,6 Seles Tex ~

~ Tatal Enclosed t

Name Title ~
o ~

,y s Organization ~

~ Address City o

~ State~Prov. ZIP~Postal Code Telephone ~

e Please indicate method of payment: ❑ Peymem enGosea o visa o Mastercard ❑ Pu«nes~ aaer s

~ Cardholder's Name ~

Card Number

~ Signature of Cardholder ~

~ Expiration Date Telephone Number of Cardholder ~

~--- - - - - -- -- - -- - - - - -J
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IN THE MARKETPLACE

Century Healthcare Corporation
has reached an agreement with
Columbia Hospital Corporation of
Fort Worth, Texas, to manage
Columbia's 92-bed Willow Creek
Psychiatric Hospital in Arlington.
Century owns and operates psychi-
atric facilities throughout the central
and southwestern U.S. (Columbia,
817-572-3355)... Achievement &
Guidance Centers of America, Inc.
(AGCA), announced it has been
awarded contracts to provide
managed behavioral health care
services to ivvo health plans. The
contract with Physician's Corpora-
tion of America, which provides
Medicaid and commercial HMO
programs, serves 30,000 and brings
AGCA's total Medicaid program
base to 250,000. That contract began
August 1. The other contract, which
bEgan September 1, covers 90,000
employees of the University of
Texas. Based in Newton, Pa., AGCA
is a subsidiary of American
Biodyne, Inc. (ABI), which is

headquartered in South San Fran-
cisco. (ABI, 415-742-0980)... .
American Biodyne, Inc. (ABI), has
been awarded contracts to provide
services for state employees in
Louisiana and Indiana. T'he Louisi-
ana contract will provide managed
mental health and substance abuse
services to 143,000 beneficiaries. The
Indiana contract will provide
integrated employee assistance and
managed mental health/substance
abuse services for 50,000 beneficia-
ries. Both contracts began July 1. In
another development, the State of
Ohio renewed its ABI contract,
which covers 45,000 beneficiaries.
(ABI, 415-742-0980).... National
Medical Enterprises, Inc. (NME),
recently sold itivo hospitals—the 70-
bed Briarwood Hospital in Alexan-
dria, La., and the 60-bed Arbor
Creek Hospital in Sherman, Texas—
to Pinnacle Healthcare Corp. of
Birmingham, Ala. NME announced
last year it would sell, close, or con-
vert 20 psychiatric hospitals. In

addition to the sale to Pinnacle, it
has closed 10 hospitals and chemical
dependency treatment centers and
converted three hospitals.... Cedar
Ridge Hospital, an 80-bed psychiatric
hospital located in Shawnee,
Kansas, has developed a program
combining both psychiatric and
physical rehabilitation services,
PARS. PARS' aim is to restore pa-
tients to optimal functioning and
independence while doing away
with the need to seek treatment in
two different settings. Cedar Ridge
is operated by the Massachusetts-
based The Mediplex Group, Inc.
(The Mediplex Group, 617-630-
2708).... Charter Medical Corpora-
tion announced that operating
income rose slightly in the second
quarter ending March 31,1993
while net revenues dropped slightly
over the same period. Operating
income (net revenue less operating
expenses and bad debt expenses) for
the quarter was $69.6 million com-
pared with $69.1 million a year ago.

Kee in Peo le Informedp ~ p
i~v~i~! ~r~r=;~
• Written by trained professionals — certified employee assistance professionals, clinical social workers,

psychologists, &other health professionals.
• Regular features include: Family Focus, The Wellness Corner, Contact Corner, A Thought for the Day

and stimulating articles on issues like Alcoholism and Drug Abuse, Teen Suicide, Self-help Groups,

Volunteerism, Stress Relief and employment-related issues. ~

i_~~vs~ ~r~r~;t
is a unique and cost effective way to increase awareness of your

assistance program, which will reinforce the services offered. Each

quarter, I Is`A/S~sl"f~~t is filled with timely information of interest

to families and individuals benefiting from an assistance program.

I_~l~/ ~L~ f'f ~it

• ships directly to each of your locations/accounts

• is personalized with your own masthead, logo and

your own Contact Corner

nse~ernwxunn.oxee

NEWSLEY7ER _.

~:;~-.~

~C~S ~....y.~.. ..

For pricing, samples of recent issues of I Ic`A/~! ~fT;i~, or for more information

Call X00-EAS-63 5 3

~iewslett~rs That Work
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For the six months ending March 31,
operating income was $133.7 million
compared with $125.3 million a year
ago. Revenues totaled $327.9 million
for the quarter, 1993, compared to
$328.8 million last year. Net rev-
enuesper patient day for psychiatric
services amounted to $575 in the
second quarter, 1993, compared to
$580 over the same period last year.
(912-742-1161).... Sierra Tucson
Companies, Inc., announced net
income of $51,269 from $7,555,836 in
gross revenues for the first quarter
ending March, 31. By comparison,
the company's net income during the
same period last year was $1,075,643
from $12,856,537 in gross revenues.
(602-624-4000).... CIGNA Special
Benefits Companies is now offering
employers two EAP service options
with its short- and long-term disabil-
ityinsurance plans. The two opiions—
CareLink, a toll-free, 24-hour
telephone service that directs callers
to appropriate community resources,
and an EAP providing one-on-one
professional counseling, according to
the. company press release—are being
administered by MCCBehavioral
Care, Inc., a CIGNA company.
(CIGNA, 215-761-1000).... Masters
and Johnson Sexual Trauma
Programs opened an Intensive Day
Hospital in St. Louis, Mo., earlier this
year. With the opening, the Masters
and Johnson Institute relocated its
marital and sexual therapy pro-
grams. The hospital treats patients
with post traumatic stress and
dissociative disorders related to
sexual trauma and compulsivity.
(800-598-2040).... In the first quarter
of 1993, the Larkspur, Calif., based
Occupational Health Services
(OHS) added 20 new clients repre-
senting 105,000 lives, more than t~vo-
thirds of whom will be served by
OHS's integrated EAP and managed
behavioral health care program.
Among the new clients: SmithKline
Beecham Corporation, Mazda Motors,
and Tokos Medical Corporation.
(800-327-7526) ■
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(Left to right) James Conway, Richard Bollaert, and Donald Phillips

Three Honored for Their
Contributions to the EAP Field
What do Donald Phillips, James Conway, and Richard Bollaert have in
common? To begin with, all three have provided employee assistance
program (EAP) services that reflect the profession at its finest.

They each share something else; During ceremonies at the 10th Annual
North American Congress on Employee Assistance Programs in August,
they were honored for their contributions to the EAP field.

EAP Digest publisher and editor-in-chief George T. Watkins created
three awards—the EAP Hall of Fame Award, the Award of Excellence, and
the Award of Professional Ethics—to increase awareness of EAP profession-
als and their work. The awards also afford an opportunity to acknowledge
the men and women who are shaping the profession for the next genera-
tion. Each honoree deserves his moment in the limelight.

Donald Phillips was inducted into the prestigious "EAP Hall of Fame."
Phillips' contributions to the EAP field date back to when he assisted in
planning and training the original 100 Occupational Alcoholism
Consultants—the "Thunderin' 100"—in 1972. He also served as alcohol-
ismand drug abuse program manager for the Office of Personnel Manage-
mentfrom 1971 through 1980, during which time he established policies for
handling alcohol and other drug abuse, and emotional problems among
federal employees, and he served on the faculty of the Summer School of
Alcohol Studies at Rutgers University from 1976 to 1985. Among other
accomplishments, Phillips has consulted for several films and authored
numerous articles and books, including Hazelden's So the Boss Has A
Problem and A Model for Counseling Troubled Supervisors from Alcohol
Health and Research World. In presenting the award, Watkins called
Phillips one of the field's "catalysts and converters. In this industry, his
name has truly become a household word."

James Conway, UAW EAP Representative at Ford Motor Company's
Cleveland Casting facility in Ohio, was the recipient the first ever "Award
of Excellence' in recognition of his "uncompromising dedication to the EAP
client;' said Watkins.

Also, Richard Bollaert, UAW EAP Representative at the General Motors
Technical Center in Warren, Mich., was recipient of the first ever "Award of
Professional Ethics." Bollaert was recognized by Watkins for his "high
ethical regard for his clients, his union, his employer, and his profession."
Bollaert authored an EAP Digest article on the ethics of EAPA members
boycotting treatment providers. ■



GUEST COMMENTARY,

Substance Abuse Treatment:
Res ondin to Chan ep g g

By Alfonso Tafoya

Hardly a day goes by without seeing yet another article
about the state of health care and health care reform.
Think tanks and special interest groups have formed a
burgeoning cottage industry with their pronounce-
ments as to what new form the health care system
should take.

The consensus is that change is unminent, that a new
system will come to dominate. This week's balloon: The
single-payor concept. Consolidating all the galaxies of
insurance carriers into one seems,
well,cathartic.It's suchasimple idea,
why wasn't it done years ago? Might

provide for a standardized, shorter length of stay and that a
shorter time frame accomplishes the tasks of treatment. Time
frames become the focal point of treatment, but time frames
do not necessarily correspond to the needs of the patient, and
harried providers run the risk of under-treating or inappro-
priately treating patients.
A patient's biopsychosocial condition serves as a roadmap

for treatment. The clinician continuously assesses the level of
care, determining the least restrictive setting that can safely

lead to a positive patient outcome.
Trends in chemical dependency

treatment indicate a move from fixed
insurance companies resist the idea? ~ C'Qns~sus ZS lengths of stay in residential treat-

Those of us who are health care ~ ment settings to flexible, variable
providers are already drifting and that change zs lengths of stay. Outpatient settings
listing in bureaucracies. Most of us are becoming the primary treatment
can't quite conceptualize how imminent that setting.Criteria,includingtheAmeri-
change—any change—would im- ~ a can Society of Addiction Medicine
prove the way services are deliv- ~ (ASAM) Criteria and others, focus on
ered and how organizations are new system wzll treatment protocols that provide for
managed. Most reimbursement sys-
tams(i.e.,medicaid,thirdpartypay- COme ~O

a setting that is the least restrictive to
safely accomplish the goals of treat-

ers, benefit funds) have managed ment. These and other factors have
care structures that work to insure

~

~m~na~e.
created an atmosphere where both

t' d h 'd d th h'1 h fappropriate pa lent care an trim
waste. Managed care and competi-
tive aspects of the marketplace
(managed competition) have existed in some form
for some time. Yet simple ingredients—good patient
care correlated to good value—often become laby-
rinthine when put into practice.
When I take my car in for repairs, a mechanic con-

nectsthe engine to a computer that analyzes the engine
for a number of problems. A computer print-out then
describes the problem. Next, a mechanic looks up the
problem in a code book that estimates how long repairs
will take (i.e., "Replace fuel injector: 30 minutes"). At
times, our health care system resembles an automobile
repair shop.

Length of stay is increasingly being dictated by
assumptions that patient needs, histories, and strengths

12

t o prove er an e p i osop y o
_ _. _ ..._ ..r. what is appropriate patient care is

challenged. Providers have become
entrenched with bureaucratic systems accommodating a
health care system that is becoming obsolete. If complicated,
systemic hurdles are not navigated, providers, like the old
systems they're chasing, will perish.

As for business failures in the health care industry, one
wonders how many failed because of an inability to respond
to change. How much emphasis was placed on setting up
policies and procedures to accommodate a convoluted health
care environment?

Business failures, however, do not happen only as the
result of non-responsiveness to outside trends. Utilization
review, quality assurance (QA), procedures for self-monitor-
ingcare, and careful internal planning do more to create. a

continued on page 38
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Join the growing number of
employee assistance programs
that distribute their own personal-
ized quarterly newslettQr,
Each four-page Issue of Health Sentry

features up-to-the-minute Information
and expert advice on alcohol and
other drug problems, mental health,
wellness, nutrition, and f(tness—all
geared toward helping your employees
lead healthier, more productive lives.

Health sentry
• offers an active approach to health
promotion,

• increases awareness of your EAP,
• helps your employees become wiser
health care consumers, and

• encourages employees to deal with
problems that affect on-the-job
productivity.

Free Custom Your yearly subscription includes four information-packed issues for each

Impr►nt►ng employee. Each copy can be personalized on the front with your company
name and logo and on the back with your EAP contact name and phone

Wlth 7X000+ number.
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Custom Imprinting Company
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imprinting available For only
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Attach your logo or company name as you wish it to appear on the front cover, and
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copy for you.

Ship To:
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Workers' Comp Managed Care Project Shows 38.5°% Cost Savings
s` A pilot project to evaluate the potential cost savings of a workers.' com-

pensation program delivered through managed care revealed a 38.50 cost
savings. The study was commissioned by the Florida Department of Insurance
and involved 13 months of claims from CAC-Ramsay, a Florida HMO handling

„!. workers' comp claims for 17,000 state employees. In comparing a managed
~"` care rou with a fee-for-service controlg p group, the average direct claim

- costs for the managed care group were 57.5% below the average direct costs
`'` of the control group. However, 9% of the difference was attributable to demo-
°'` graphic and injury characteristics and another 10% was taken for Ramsay's
~; fees, bringing the total to 38.50. Also, participants in the managed care

group reported that they were satisfied with'the overall quality of care,
'` satisfied that the treatment was appropriate, satisfied with the explana-
~" tions given by health care providers, and satisfied that they had control
f, over treatment decisions. The report is available free of charge by call-
~' ing 212-751-6126. (Medical Benefits, Vol. 10, No. 14)
~;:,~
i>'

Survey: One in Six Companies Contracts Health Care Services
'` A survey of 250 of the nation's top companies found that roughly one in

six direct contracts with a hospital for an employee health care services.
z The survey, which appeared in Modern Healthcare, revealed that the largest

number of such contracts involve substance abuse (indicated by 670 of re-
spondents with such contracts), chemical dependency (670), and wellness
programs (33%). Other contracted services include: maternity care (indicated by

ty> 17% of respondents); cardiology (170); transplants (17%); occupational

~~ health services (17%); and, rehabilitation services (17%) (multiple responses
allowed), As some contracts last for up to three years, companies also
seem more willing to enter into such agreements. By comparison, last year's sur-
vey showed that most contracts were one-year agreements. Also, employers
said they base the quality of such contracts on the number of inpatient
readmissions (67% responding as such) and outpatient recidivism (50% re-
sponding as such). Direct contracting is one tool used to control rising
health care costs.

Majority of Fortune 1000 Companies Have Managed Behavioral Health Program
A majority of Fortune 1000 companies (86%) have some type of EAP and/or

.'.managed behavioral health program in place, according to a study conducted
by OPEN MINDS Newsletter. Of the 1000 companies surveyed, 268 responded.
Other findings: 57% of the companies responding have an EAP in place while 61%
have a managed behavioral health program. Among companies with an EAP,

gin' 18a are internally run, 6o are internally run and supplemented by vendor
contracts, and 80o have externally contracted programs. Among the 61%
of companies with a managed behavioral health program, 43o have a tele-
phone-based behavioral health utilization review program, 42o have a net-

~E work-based managed behavioral health program, 16% have a full-risk "carve-
; out" behavioral health benefit plan, and 3%.have some other type of pro-

~;. gram.• Among EAP vendors, Personal Performance Consultants contracts with
the largest number of Fortune 1000 companies while Preferred Health Care provides

'i managed behavioral health services for the most employees. (OPEN MINDS,
%~: 717-334-1329) '

~z;;
~:`i
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Food Service Workers at Greater Risk for Lung Cancer

Waiters, waitresses, busboys, and bartenders may face a 50o increased risk

for lung cancer because of patrons who smoke. That's the conclusion of a

former University of California, Berkeley, researcher who writes: "To

protect these workers from the hazards of ETS [environmental tobacco

smoke], smoking should be prohibited in bars and restaurants." Dr. Michael

Siegel has since taken a position with the U.S. Centers for Disease Con-

trol and Prevention, Office on Smoking and Health. His research compared

the air quality of restaurants, bars, offices, and homes with the inci-

~ence of lung cancer among food service workers. As for air quality, ETS

levels were 1.5 times higher in restaurants and 4.4 to 4.5 times higher in

bars than in residences with at least one smoker. (Journal of the American
Medical Association)

Firm Opena Madrid Office to Serve Spain, Portugal

.The Chicago-based Bensinger, DuPont & Associates, Inc. (BDA), recently.
opened an office in Madrid to develop EAP and alcohol and other drug abuse
education and training services for European employers. The affiliate,
BDA-Iberica, is owned by a private group of Spanish investors. According
to the firm°s president, Peter B. Bensinger, anti-drug efforts in the U.S.
have forced South American drug cartels to target Europe through the Ibe-
rian Peninsula, which includes Spain and Portugal. In 1991, he said, over
half of the eight tons of cocaine seized in Europe was confiscated on the
Iberian Peninsula. Bensinger served as administrator of the U.S. Drug
Enforcement Administration from 1976 through 1981 and Dr. Robert L. DuPont
served as White House Advisor on Drug Prevention and was a founding direc-
..tor of the National Institute on Drug Abuse. (BDA, 312-726-8620)

$2 Million Available for Partnership Grantees
Federally sponsored community partnerships that included workplace initia-
tives when they were first funded two years ago are eligible for an addi-
tional $2 million to build "stronger, mutually beneficial relationships
with business, industry, labor, and related organizations." The funding
initiative, as reported by Small Business Employee Assistance, was ar-
ranged by the Workplace Community Prevention Branch working with the Com-
munity Prevention and Demonstrations Branch of the Center for Substance
Abuse Prevention. Estimates are that as many as half of the 250 or so
funded community partnerships are eligible for the funds. The funding
announcement urged grantees to "give attention to the special needs of
small business employers who have limited resources to address alcohol and
other drug problems at their worksites.°' (SBEA, 703-818-7682)

Children of Women Drinkers Prone to Injuries
A survey of 12,360 households found that children of women who are problem
drinkers are 2.1 times more likely to be seriously injured than children
of nondrinking women. None of the measures of fathers' drinking was asso-
ciatecl with increased risk when the comparison was with nondrinkers; how-
ever, men tended to self-report fewer symptoms than women. The more edu-
cated the mother, the higher the risk of injury associated with the
mother's drinking. The data suggests that prevention of injuries might be
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enhanced if physicians include questions about parental alcohol use in
social histories and encourage adults to seek treatment for the sake of
their children's health. (JAMA)

Quoting Former U.S. Surgeon General Antonia C. Novello, MD, MPH, on the
efforts of her office to bring attention to the problem of underage drinking: "My
hope is that some day we will be able to: convince society that getting
drunk every weekend is not a rite of passage for our young people; convince
merchants that selling booze to the underaged is not responsible; convince
our students that there is more to one's social life than drinking; and,
convince the alcohol industry that we are all responsible for our children."

NCADD: "Keep Beer Out of the Olympics!"
The National Council on Alcoholism and Drug Dependence, Inc. (NCADD), is
protesting Anheuser Busch's sponsorship of the Summer Olympics scheduled
for 1996 in Atlanta, Ga. NCADD president Paul Wood, PhD, issued a letter
of protest to Billy Payne, head of the Atlanta Committee for the Olympics,
stating that younger viewers and Olympic participants "may not fully ap-
preciate the destructive potential of a drug that cuts short the lives of
100,000 Americans annually, including many athletes." Quoting NCADD
sources, when Payne "did not respond directly," the association sent an
alert to its affiliates and other organizations urging them to write let-
ters, circulate petitions, and contact their local media. The petitions
being circulated demand, "Keep Beer Out of the Olympics!" (NCADD Amethyst)

Speaking at the American Hospital Association Section for Psychiatric and
Substance Abuse Services conference this summer, Paul S. Redelheim, director of
quality improvement for mental health for HCA Psychiatric Hospitals, Nashville,
Tenn.: "In order for a healthcare organization to remain viable, it will
require very careful and methodical analysis of the approach and commitment to
improvement by all within the organization. It requires all personnel to
take ownership in order to meet and exceed the demands of the customers."

On Organizational Stress and MADness
Writing in the Summer, 1993, issue of Employment Relations Today, Mitchell
Lee Marks offers four suggestions for organizations in the process of change or
restructuring--in other words, organizations experiencing stress associated with
MADness (for Mergers, Acquisitions, and Downsizing). Marks' suggestions:
Level with employees; don't pretend that everything is `business as usual.'
Revive corporate communication with a frank statement of `where we are
today.' Let employees know exactly where the company is headed. Train
managers in options for reorganizing work tasks. Marks is a principal in
the Los Angeles office of William M. Mercer, Inc. (Employment Relations
Today, 212-645-7880)

More Companies Offering Flexible Benefits, Work Options
According to a report by the Employee Benefits Research Institute (EBRI),
conflicts between work and family responsibilities have become such a
"significant work place issue" that both employers and the government are
responding with flexible benefits and work options. The report found that
the number of companies offering flexible benefits or reimbursement accounts rose

NEWS UPDATE

from 5o in 1986 to 37o in 1991. Other findings: In 1960, women spent

more time caring for children under age 18 than they did caring for parents over

age 65. By 1980, this took an about-face as women spent more years caring

for parents than for children. A study of 452 collective bargaining

agreements involving 1,000 or more workers and in effect on or after July

1, 1990, found that just over half contained one or more work and family

provision. More than 570 of all women with children under age 6 are in

the workforce, and the percentage of the population over age 65 increased

by 24o from 1980 to 1991. The report, "The Changing Environment of Work

and Family," is available from EBRI for a fee. (EBRI, 410-516-6946)

Depression in the Workplace

From the National Institute of Mental Health: At any given time, 1 employee in

20 is experiencing depression. Depression affects some 1.0 million people

each _year, often during their most productive years—between the ages of 25

and 44. A study by the Rand Corporation found that patients with depression

spend more days in bed than those suffering many other conditions, including

diabetes, arthritis, back problems, lung problems, and gastrointestinal

disorders. In 1989, depression cost the U.S. some $27 billion, including

$17 billion in time lost from work. In the workplace, symptoms of_ depression

may include decreased productivity, morale problems, lack of cooperation,

safety problems/accidents, absenteeism, frequent complaints of being tired

all the time, complaints of unexplained aches and pains, or alcohol or

other drug abuse. With early identification and the right treatment,

more than 80% of depressed people can be treated quickly and effectively.

(DEPRESSION Awareness, Recognition, and Treatment, 301-443-4140)

Quality of Corporate-Sponsored Child Care Tied to Salaries, Staffing

In the first study to consider the quality of employer-sponsored child

care services, researchers identified the four strongest predictors of

quality as, in order: caregiver salaries, staffing patterns (the ratio

of adults to children, the size of the group, and staff turnover), staff

credentials, and the existence of an educational plan or philosophy.

The study involved interviews with 80 such child care centers and was

conducted by Catalyst, a New York City-based group concerned with effect-

ing change for women. Eighteen of the 80 centers were accredited by the

National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC) while

another 39 were working toward NAEYC accreditation. Although few of the

companies collected cost-benefit data on their centers, most felt an on-

site center improved recruitment, retention, productivity, and morale. The

full report is available for a fee. (Catalyst, 212-777-8900)

Jury Awards $.5 Million in First ADA Case
In the first case brought by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission

under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), the jury found in favor of the.

plaintiff, Charles Wessel, who had been fired in July, 1992, allegedly

because of the impact his inoperable brain cancer had on his work. The

employer, AIC Security Investigations, was ordered to pay $500,000 in

punitive damages, $50,000 in compensatory damages, and $22,000 in back

pay. (Medical Benefits, April 30, 1993) ■
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MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS

Employee Assistance Programs
Managed Care Services

Drug-Free &Testing Programs

Corporate Office
15 South Montgomery Street

Hollidaysburg, PA 16648

Regional Offices
~~ Lakeland, FL 33801 •Pittsburgh, PA 15208

(814) 695-1147 (800) 327-7713
Fax: (814) 696-1156

Castle Medical Center's
Employee Assistance Program

0((iees Statewide

Honolulu, Waipahu, Kaneohe, Kailas
Hilo, Kona

Maui •Kauai

~j~\\\ Casfle Medical Center

(808) 521.0041

EAPs and MANAGED
CARE PROGRAMS save
employers money on

health costs.
They

also save
employees.

HAF641RNS
i, n.~~-~~r-

Parfof the Aetna Health Plans Family

The country's oldest and largest provider of

EAPs and Managed Behavioral Care Programs.

For more iniormation, call us at

1-800-999-4241
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CONSULTANTS DIRECTORY

Occupational Health Centers of America, Inc.

• A pioneer in EAP services
since 1972

• As anon-profit, service is our
only goal

• Offering full EAP services, including:

— Central Diagnosis and Referral
— Short Term Counseling

— Subatanoe Abuse and Mental Health
Benej"it Management

—Full Participation in National Network

— Critical Incident Stress Debriefing

—Staff Twining and Ongoing Education

6360 Holiday Terrace,
Kalamazoo, Michigan 49009

800/23-0591 or 616/372-4550

~UCY E
~OPEZ q
~OIG
~ ASSD~~ATES p

• Over 10 years of experience in
the field.
• Experienced, licensed clinical

psychologists.
• Bilingual, culturally sensitive services.IDomenech 400

Penthouse Suite 701
Hato Rey, Puerto Rico 00918

(809) 763-6708

Reginald Jones MA/CAS

O O
Employaa H~ilitoncp Progrom

Jonar and Qorka Aiioclota~
1130 Ten Rod Road, Building 102A

North Kingstown, RI 02852
401-2952230

lndividun[ &couples (herapy

Counseling on cnreer &performance issues

Licensed Psychologist• Cer(ifred Career Counselor

Sandra Grundfest, Ed.D.
Princeton Professional Park, C-1

601 Ewing Street ' Princeton, NJ 08540 609~921~8401

The Professional Center at Somerset
11 Clyde Road •Somerset, NJ 08873 908-8731212

Maschhoff, Barr &Associates

ice► OVER 15 YEARS EXPERIENCE
IN PROVIDING QUALITY EAP
SERVICES

`► COMPREHENSIVE EAP
SERVICES IN ALL 50 STATES

~► 97% GROUP RETENTION
RATE

Call today to learn how your compiny can
save money by helping employees.

Maschhoff, Barr &Associates

P.O. Box 11268
Tacoma, WA 98411-0268

800 441-3119

'°Helpi~tg Employees Without Hurting Business»

/I/~f'~~CCIv
Comprehensive EAP Services

Counseling
Assessments &Referrals

Case Management
Executive Assistance &

Interventions
Training, Education &

Wellness Programs
National Resources

Majcen &Associates
1 422 Euclid Avenue

Cleveland, Ohio 441 15
~Z16~ 241-2204 • (800) 336-2204
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EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE
ASSOCIATES, INC.

Specialists in
Employee Assistance Program Design

And Service
• Comprehensive. Customized

Employee Assistance Programs

• Case Management Services

• National EAP Network Provider

Jesse Bernstein, CEAP, President

1580 Eisenhower Place •Ann Arbor, MI 48108

(313) 973-0606

• 1 '

•' •1~
~ ~

~~ Employee Assistance Services

~+ Managed Behavioral Healthcare

~~ Critical Incident Debriefing

~~ Dependent Care Resource/Referral

<• leadership Development Programs

`` Personal Support Programs

ROBERT L DORRIS&ASSOCIATES INC.
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1-800-436-7747
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$60
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CONSULTANTS DIRECTORY

a unique career assessmen[ and career
development program, designed to maximize

f; individual career and corporaee objectives to
meet the demands of today's rapidty changing €
and highly competitive marketplace .. .

!: CORPORATE SERVICES INDIVIDUALIZED SERVICES

• Personnel Selection •Career Situational Malysis
• Executive Evaluation •Career Assessment Testing
• Management Consultation •Career Counseling
• Corporate Outplacement •Job Search &Self-Marketing

Clinical support provided, where appropriate,
for the recovering person's re-entry into the
workplace [o previous position, career change
or outplacement.

Call or write CAREER DIRECilONS Coday, for
j further in/ormation about how you or your

corporation can get pointed in the right .. .

1 ~~ CAREER DIRECTIONS c~
5274 Merrick Road, Suite 6-B
Massapequa, New York 11754

3 (516) 795.3904

COl'tiSELING
ASSOCIATF,'S, INC.

your comprehensive
clinical service
center in Michigan.

26699 W. 12 Mile Road
Southfield, Michigan 48034
(313) 353.5030

An Affiliate Provider
for National EAPs
Blue Cross/Blue Shield

Sidney 11. GrutisbcrK. Ph.U..
f'.xc~~uli~c I)ircc•tur

What our customers like
best about CONCERN.

• National network in all
major cities.

• Immediate on-site
response to workplace
CI'1S1S,

• Flexible fee structure.
Call Lila Steiner
1-800-344-4222

~♦
TheLexingtonGroup

A National EAP Provider

Charles F. Pilkington, CEAP
President

(800) 676-HELP

The EAP Digest Consultants Directory
serves as a reference tool for ~
YOUR potential clients. ✓Employee Assistance

By placing your ad in the
Specialists

,/Human Resource
EAP Digest, you'll be reaching Managers
20,000 professionals with each ✓Labor Leaders
bimonthly issue. ✓Managers

P'or more information, contact the ✓CEOs

Advertising Department today! ✓Benefits Managers
✓ Referral Agents
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rofilin Workersg
Who File

1or ers
•om ensa ion

•

ress aims
he call for Workers' Compensation reform
has brought increased attention to psycho-
logical or "stress" claims. So that employee
assistance program (EAP) professionals and

others may develop approaches to prevent the rising
number of such claims and further ensure a produc-
tiveworkforce, California Consulting Group has
developed a profile of seven types of workers most
likely to file a stress claim. These seven profiles—The
Replicated Family Worker; The High Achiever; The
Assaulted Superego; The Maligned Worker; The
Outcast; The Constant Turmoil Worker; and, The
Malingerer—are based on five years of experience in
providing Workers' Compensation evaluations and
treatment.

Because the stress claim is psychologically rooted,
the authors choose to view such claims in the context
of Murray's "need-press" theory in personality psych-
ology.' In this context, a worker comes to the job with
certain needs while the work environment provides
certain presses or demands. To the extent that these
needs and presses are in balance, the worker and the
employer enjoy a mutually beneficial relationship.
However, if these needs and presses are inconsistent,
say the worker's needs outweigh the demands of the
job or the job demands are too great for the worker,
the relationship will be destructive. This accounts for a
situation whereby a once productive, satisfied worker
suddenly turns dissatisfied and problematic.
A description and fictitious case example of each of

the seven profiles follows.
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The Replicated Family Worker
This worker views the workplace as
part of his or her extended family.
These workers are often among the
best, most dedicated workers in the
company. Yet their over-involve-
ment in work leads them to put in
more hours than necessary and to
view work as their life. In their off
hours, they think about work
and idealize or "mentorize" certain
co-workers.

From a psychological standpoint,
work meets this person's needs for
affiliation and belonging. Just as a
family member makes certain assump-
tions about his or her family—"I will
do for my family and my family will do
forme,"for instance—the Replicated
Family Worker makes such assump-
tions about the workplace.

Unfortunately, problems develop
when this worker feels unrecognized
or unappreciated within his or her
workplace family. A case of sibling
rivalry where a co-worker attains
"favored worker" status can touch it
off, or a supervisor can begin exploit-
ing the worker, or the worker can
make certain assumptions about the
supervisor which the supervisor
knows nothing about.

Case Example: Edith
Edith, a 58-year-old assistant
manager, worked for a vegetable
wholesale company for 18 years. A
star employee, she typically put in
50 to 60 hours a week, once working
14-hour days for 10 days straight to
organize records for an audit. She
took pride in the company's growth
and its good reputation to the point
where she felt she had "grown up"
with the company.

Edith's problems began when
the company founder, a man she
idolized as a brilliant entrepreneur,
retired. The founder's son became
president, but he had altogether
different goals for the company:
To increase profits by selling lower
quality produce. When Edith com-
plained to her new boss, he said her
feedback was annoying, and he
moved her to a back office.

Edith soon developed symptoms
of depression. She felt despondent
most of the time, and since changing
jobs at the age of 58 isn't easy, she
considered the situation hopeless.
The lack of respect she felt at her job
eroded her self-confidence to where
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she contemplated suicide. She then
filed a stress claim.

The High Achiever
High Achievers are also among the
best, most productive workers. They
tend to have excelled in high school
or college and to view the workplace
as an extension of school. They also
bring to their jobs the expectation
that hard work will be directly
rewarded.

Unfortunately, work is often not
as competence-based as college or
high school. Office politics are un-
avoidable;promotions are often
based on seniority or favoritism
rather than competency. This can
be stressful for the High Achiever,
particularly after a change in super-
visors or when a new supervisor
fails to give adequate recognition.
Since High Achievers need to be
right and are strong believers in the
system, they often use the stress
claim as a remedy.

Case Example: Jennifer
After graduating from a prestigious
midwest university with a 3.96
grade point average, Jennifer relo-
cated to the west coast and took a
position selling advertising for a real
estate sales publication. She quickly
excelled in the position, becoming
the top sales representative in her
district. In her second year, she led
the entire company in sales.

Jennifer attracted so much
business, her district was divided in
two to meet the demand. Although
the company could not afford to pay
her a district manager's salary, she
volunteered to serve as interim
district manager for the new district.
If sales continued to grow, she was
told, the district manager position
would be filled permanently within
six months.

T'he sales growth continued in the
new district. Jennifer worked 60 to
70 hours a week supervising staff
and working her own client base
and still managed to lead the
company in sales. However, she was
passed over when it came time to fill
the district manager position. A
woman with 10 years seniority and
who was believed to be romantically
involved with the company presi-
dentwas chosen instead. Jennifer
resumed her position as a sales
representative.
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Jennifer tried to continue produc-
ing,but couldn't. At work, she
would cry uncontrollably, and she
slept only iwo to three hours a night.
After experiencing severe nausea at
work, she was hospitalized with a
bleeding ulcer. Her doctor then
placed her on a stress disability leave.

The Assaulted Superego
Workers in this category have been
asked to do something they believe
is unethical. They go along for
awhile because they need the job or
have a need to please authority, yet
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they soon start hating themselves
and their self-esteem suffers. In order
to cope with the situation, these
workers tend to project their guilt
onto others. As a result, they may
develop paranoid feelings as to what
the employer will do to them.
Unconsciously, these workers want
to be punished, so they may do
something to sabotage their job and
get themselves fired. Their conflict is
between survival (read "money")
and the need for justice and moral-
ity. These workers often took their
jobs without considering all that was
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involved, or they needed a job
immediately and did not under-
stand the requirements.

Case Example: Bill
Bill, a 32-year-old police officer,
watched his supervisor steal personal
property from a wrecked vehicle at
the scene of a serious accident. The
incident upset him, particularly
since the crash victim lay injured
and unconscious on the pavement
while it happened. When he asked
his supervisor not to steal the
property, the supervisor replied,
"Don't act so naive. You know
' enough to keep your mouth shut."

Bill found himself in a serious
ethical dilemma. He knew about the
"code of silence" among police
officers. Yet he had witnessed
something that was not only illegal,
but morally offensive to him. And
because he failed to report a col-
league's illegal activity, he himself
was in violation of personnel policy.

After dwelling on the incident for
a time, Bill filed a report with
Internal Affairs. "From that day on,"
he said, "life was hell"—his fellow
officers ostracized him, he was
verbally abused and frequently
reprimanded on bogus charges, and
someone urinated into his locker,
then spray-painted its contents.

Bill developed symptoms of
agitated depression—sleep disiur-
bance, aninability to sit still, irrita-
bility, appetite and concentration
problems. One night, he lay awake
with a loaded pistol, alternately
placing it to his head and planning
his supervisor's murder. Fortunately,
he sought treatment instead and is
back to full employment in another
municipality.

The Maligned Worker
Maligned Workers are treated as
though they did something wrong.
This category includes workers who
have suffered a physical injury and
are treated as though they are malin-
gering or "faking it;' or as though
they caused the accident. It also
includes workers who are criticized
for not learning a skill fast enough.

Workers in this category develop
a me against them attitude because
they feel they are under constant
scrutiny and interrogation by their
boss. They live inconstant fear,
which affects their self-esteem,
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personality is submissive or if their
needs are met without "making
waves." Without intervention and
treatment, addicted women con-
tinue their family of origin issues
when raising their own children.
Women use alcohol and other

drugs to cope with traumatic life
events such as incest, death, divorce,
and infidelity. They also use sub-
stances to mask feelings of defective
feminuuty that result from the
conflict of being assertive in a society
that expects them to be dutiful and
submissive. This conflict is espe-
cially difficult for young women
who have chosen to be "liberated."

• Many treatment programs ignore
the emotional problems tied to eat-
ing disorders. Eating disorders are a
greater issue for women—especially
addicted women—than for men.
Food consumption is an individual's
way of "feeding" the emptiness
experienced from childhood.

~S]ubstance abuse
issues may go
unidentified if
a woman holds a
job beneath her
potential ... .

• Depression is another issue for
women. Medical evidence shows
women suffer depression during
monthly hormone changes. Mood
altering chemicals used to alleviate
this depression have a potential for
abuse.

• Three major themes appear in
the literature on female alcohol and
other drug dependence. The first
theme refers to the relationship
between chemical use and prescrip-
tionmedication. At the turn of the
century, women became addicted to
opiates prescribed for menstrual and
menopausal discomfort. Today,
medical doctors prescribe mood
altering and pain medications for
women twice as often as for males.
For many women, a prescription
drug is the gateway to addiction.
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The second theme deals with
women who use chemical substances
to respond to stressful life circum-
stances. Stressors such as traditional
sex role expectations, mid-life crises,
the'empry nest' syndrome, boredom,
loneliness, depression, and marital
problems may lead some women to
abuse chemicals.

The third theme deals with birth
defects and fetal alcohol syndrome
(FAS). Women are looked upon as
solely responsible for their child's
birth defects resulting from FAS.
Yet with technological advances in
studying the human body, there is
evidence that a chemically abusing
father can contribute to birth defects.
Traditionally, treatment for chemical
abuse and addiction has ignored the
emotional consequences of a woman
blamed for her FAS-affected child.

• In treatment, women are often
grouped together based on two
stereotypes, that All women have
similar drinking patterns and drink for
the same reasons, and One approach
can be used to motivate all women into
treatment.

• In the workplace, even those with
employee assistance programs
(EAPs), substance abuse issues may
go unidentified if a woman holds a
job beneath her potential—and
many working women are over-
qualified for their jobs. Also, because
men are more apt than women to be
unionized, a working woman's
needs are not advocated for as often
as male union member's needs.
Finally, if the woman's job is a
second income for the family, she
can simply leave work and avoid
going to treatment if she's con-
fronted about her use on the job.

•Many women feel they have no sup-
port system. They resist Alcoholics
Anonymous (AA) meetings. Many
perceive AA as perpetuating a
double standard whereby male
abusers are viewed as "having
problems" and female abusers are
seen as "sluts."

• There are seven profiles of female
abusers. Addressing the needs and
implications of each profile in treat-
ment enhances the potential for a
healthy outcome.
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The first profile is a woman in
her late teens or early 20s. Because
she's young, she's developing a new
identity based on her career. Yet she
has a strong resistance to spending
the time necessary to work through
these issues. Therefore, she is rebelli-
ousand uses chemicals to express her
liberation and her equality with men.

This woman began using chemi-
cals—usually stimulants such as
amphetamines or diet pills—when
she was 12 or 13. She sees herself as
a "swinging single; ' not a "social
user." As she searches for ameaning=
ful career, dissatisfaction and poor
job performance will lead her to
change jobs several times. Yet work
is only a means to an end, a way to
pay the bills. Between jobs, she may
move back in with her parents. It's
humiliating, but it helps her avoid
the responsibility of taking charge of
her life. Events that force her to look
at herself include DUIs (driving
under the influence), unplanned
pregnancies, or an abortion.
The second profile is a newly

emerging woman in her late 20s or
early 30s. When she entered the
workforce, her motivation was to
meet a wonderful man, marry, and
combine family and career. Yet after
10 years or so and no marriage,
dissolution has set in--she sees
herself as a failure compared to her
married friends and now questions
her original goal. Her biological-
clock ticking, she's concerned she'll
never start a family. Developing a
successful career has probably kept
her from marrying. The issue is com-
plicated byher parents who expect
her to provide them with grandchild-
ren. Going up against what she
views as traditional female roles and
resisting her parents' expectations
causes her depression and anxiety
for which she may seek treatment.
When she finally marries, it's an

unhealthy relationship, and the
conflict is now between her assertive-
ness and her need to be cared for.
Depressed, she has problems sleep-
ing for which her doctor prescribes
an antidepressant or tranquilizers
and sleeping pills. In addition, she
drinks—usually alone—to quiet her
emotional pain and loneliness.
Mixing alcohol and her medications,
however, leads to her chemical
dependence. She uses short medical
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leaves in an attempt to get her life
together" and enters a psychiatric
unit for brief stays to deal with
depression.

Unfortunately, her true needs are
overlooked. None of her friends or
co-workers and no one in her family
confronts her about her addiction,
and her employer can only encour-
age her to take time off. Friends and
family members say she needs to get
her life together, or "find a good man."
The third profile is a superwoman.

In her family of origin, which was
most likely alcoholic, she was the
Hero and learned early on to be
energized and a hard worker. She is
usually a single parent, divorced
from an emotionally or chemically
abusing husband, and a high achiever
both at home and on the job. Although
she's involved with her children's
activities and meets their needs for
love and attention, her own needs
are dismissed because she's too busy.
With no tune for self-nurturing in
healthy ways, alcohol becomes an
escape. She is in the late stages of
burnout and the middle stages of
addiction before she collapses and
asks for help.

She feels inadequate and powerless
to change her life. Amphetamines
provide her the energy needed to
work two full-time jobs, and alcohol
is the reward she allows herself for
getting through another day. Because
of her declining job performance, an
EAP professional maybe the first to
approach her about her use. Yet
because she's a superwoman, she
doesn't realize she needs help.
As for treatment, she can t enter

an inpatient unit because she has no
support system to help with her
children and other responsibilities.
She is the sole source of income for
her family and receives no child
support. If she enters treatment, it's
because of an external crisis such as
her children's abuse of chemicals.
And she enters treatment to benefit
others, not herself. She needs edu-
cation and motivational counseling
to understand that drinking is her
primary problem.
The fourth profile is a woman in

mid-life. She's facing all the issues
that come with aging—an empty nest,
the demands of her aging parents (or
the grief and loss associated with

continued on page 43
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Christopher K. Drake, MSW

the Resistance?

EAPs and the Male Paradox
all it the Male Paradox. The
conditioning that makes
so many men candidates
for services such as alcohol

and other drug abuse treatment is the
very same conditioning that prevents
them from entering treatment in the
first place. If this reluctance to enter
therapy has any reflection on men
utilizing employee assistance pro-
grams (EAPs), EAP professionals will
need to be more sensitive to the issues
facing men and how these issues
may interfere with job performance.

This article addresses these very
concerns while offering specific stra-
tegies to assist the male employee.

Therapy isn't a priority for men,
that is until their lives are in com-
plete disarray. And when they do
enter therapy, it's generally at the
insistence of someone else—a signi-
ficant other, physician, clergy, or
employer, for instance.' Sternback calls
men "an underserved, alienated pop-
ulationwhoseuntreated mental health
problems put themselves, their fam-
ilies, and the larger society at risk."z

Ipsaro refers to it as "restrictive
emotionality."3 Men generally fear
being perceived as sensitive—such
can be associated with inadequacy
and inferiority. To express one's
feelings is to have lost all control, and
to have lost control is to be vulner-
able. Kipnis says entering therapy
humiliates aman—an acknowledg-
ment to having failed in the role of
the competent "hero."4

Paradoxically, openly expressing
one's feelings can benefit a man's
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ability to experience satisfaction and
growth. Yet the energy men invest
in not self-disclosing, in keeping it all
inside leads to higher levels of stress,
communication styles that limit the
ability to be intimate, even premature
death.

Fact of the matter is, therapy and
masculinity are not in agreement.
For maleness requires, "individua-
tion, independence, cognition,
action, strength, and above all,
control over one's inner feelings as
well as the immediate environment
... [while] therapy asks for intmacy,
dependence, affect, verbalization
[and] vulnerability."5
How does this Male-As-Hero

identification come about? Primarily
from male psychosocial condition-
ing. Heroism is about being mascu-
line. In general, men are taught to
be tough from birth. They receive
fewer acts of affection, less verbal
and physical contact, andare encour-
aged to be more assertive than
women. Unfortunately, heroism is
also equated with self-sacrifice, and
men become desensitized, giving
up pleasure for pain in pursuit of a
tough self-image and approval from
other males in their lives.b

The Male Battles
Por some men, this pursuit of heroism
drives their very being. Others,
however, second-guess the price of
such a sacrifice and wave a white
flag of truce. And the price of that
sacrifice—the many social ills that
can't be reversed by toughening up

or taking it like a man. Topping the list
of these ills, of course, is alcoholism
and other drug addiction. Some men
even report that they use alcohol to
give themselves a disadvantage, a
kind of "self-handicapping" so as not
to live up to expectations.' Not sur-
prisingly, chemical dependency, with
the exception of nicotine, is more
common among males than females 8

Yet the coping process isn't
limited to substances. There's the
recently recognized sexual addiction,
a lesser known means of coping that
can carry its consequences into the
workplace. Sex addiction is charac-
terized by compulsive, ritualistic,
sexual acts used to flee pain and
pressure. And who are the sex addicts?
An estimated 80% of them are men,
and countless workplace sexual
harassment suits attest to its impact9

Society's reinforcement of men as
achievers has implications for another
less-recognized addiction, compulsive
work. If left untreated, emotional
needs or baggage lead to a need for
overcompensation as adults. Not
surprisingly, compulsive work stems
from many of the same factors perpe-
tuating the hero facade—compulsive
workers deny themselves rest, play,
and leisure in an attempt to mask
significant deficits in their childhood.
The outcome—a destructive, even
fatal, pattern of work.10 Those who
"work until they drop" maybe
recognized for their efforts in the
workplace, but it's at the expense of
poor relationships with friends and
family and poor personal health.
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Male Victims
Addiction and compulsive work are
not the only byproducts of male
cultural conditioning. Men are
victims themselves. As for men and
violence, male victims comprise 80%
of all homicides, 70% of all robberies,
and 70% of other aggravated assaults.
As boys grow up with violent forms
of entertainment, should we expect
otherwise? Male-dominated sports
like boxing, football, and hockey
glorify violence. Also, consider the
pervasive Schwarzenegger mentality
reinforced by movies." The media
often portrays the death or dismem-
berment of men as humorous. When
such acts involve women, the response
is exactly the opposite.

Sexual abuse of males is another

It's not just a man's
mental health that
gets neglected. A

disregard for
physical health is
also culturally

reinforced.

form of victimization. Estimates are
that as many as 47% of sex-abuse
victims are men.1z If men are reluc-
tant to display their vulnerability
simply by entering therapy, imagine
their resistance if they are the victims
of incest or rape. The wounds of the
abused are not easily covered. Male
victims of such abuse may doubt
their masculinity. If victimized by
another male, they may fear homo-
sexual impulses. Among the greatest
impairment is their ability to trust.
Problems with intimacy, substance
abuse and an obsession to over-
achieve may follow,13
Men may also be the victims of

sexual harassment. More than 200
men file sexual harassment charges
with the Equal Employment Oppor-
tunity Commission each year, about
one-tenth the number of cases filed
by women.14 Men maybe assigned
physically demanding tasks perceived
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as "men's work."15 Additionally, sex-
ualadvances, humor, or coercion may
be used as weapons by supervisors
or co-workers.lb

Consider another chiefly male
experience, the Vietnam War. More
than 58,000 American men lost their
lives compared with 8 American
women." Rice-Wyckoff listed the
war-related adjustment problems
many veterans still encounter, includ-
ing "nightmares, anger, depression,
isolation, loneliness, drug and
alcohol problems, suicidal feelings,
marital/family and work related
conflicts."18 These symptoms now
identify someone suffering "post-
traumatic stress disorder;' an actual
psychiatric diagnosis resulting from
research into the impact of the
Vietnam War.

Finally, there is a group of men
who receive a double whammy when
it comes to preserving the hero role
while surviving in their own
gender: single men. With generally
poorer health than their married
counterparts, single men were the
fastest growing group of persons
entering the poverty level in the
past decade.19 Not surprisingly,
society rewards married men with
higher incomes and higher job
performance ratings (thus increas-
ing their likelihood for promotions)
than their single counterparts 20 Yet
the married life. isn't for everyone.
Consider gay males who must
confront being single and define
"masculinity" within a socialscape
rife with myths and stereotypes. Gay
men face a largely homophobic
public each and every day. Imagine
how this might impact these indi-
viduals, let alone the "hero" image?'

It's not just a man's mental health
that gets neglected. A disregard for
physical health is also culturally
reinforced. Women—not men—are
taught to be domestic and to cook
balanced, nutritious meals. Women
also seek dental and medical care
more often than men. V~omen's
programs and woman care medical
benefits illustrate whose health gets
the most attention. Kipnis asks, How
many gynecologists are there for every
urologist?z2

A New Movement
In response to their plight and from
having witnessed the plight of others,
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not all men have accepted the terms
society requires for manhood. For
over a decade now, a new move-
ment has been at work establishing
new rules. Best exemplified by
groups like the National Organization
of Changing Men, the Men's Move-
mentappears to address the real
needs of men and also may serve as
a model for EAP professionals
working with these concerns.z3

Lewis cites five types of men who
have spearheaded the Men's
Movement:
• feminists;
• fathers playing a major role in

the care of their children;
•men going through major life

transitions such as mid-life occupa-
tional changes or divorce;
• humanistic psychologists; and,
• gays.z4

He adds: "... [T]he sources of
energy that seem to fuel the Men's
Movement today are primarily: (a)
some men's awareness that women
are still being oppressed by patriarchal
society, and (b) that men because of
their socialization are often restricted
and kept from being complete
human beings."ZS 'Restricted?' This
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University of Maryland

may well be the core concern.
The Men's Movement is about

building up, not tearing down—
men should lose nothing but their
irrational claim to power, position,
and prestige. Individual men may
continue opting for traditional roles,
as helmsman without feelings, for
instance. Yet the Men's Movement
hopes men will come to realize their
full potential, to offer themselves
more choices by reexamining their
values in such areas as work, play,
and family.z~

Perhaps the movement's real
strength lies in how it handles the
inner man. Quoting Lewis, the
impact of the Men's Movement has
helped some to feel "more'centered;
more confident in their own abilities
and yet more willing to be vulnerable
and dependent, more free to display
their feelings, and even become more
emotionally intimate with men
friends.... Yet others describe how
they finally feel free enough to turn
down promotions that will uproot
their families, or to fully share work
and family roles with their partners
or spouses."27
EAP professionals should be con-
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winced of this movement's potential
for real male development while
opening the gates for men who need
help yet do not receive it.

The EAP Payoff
Men clearly pay a price for the expec-
tations placed upon them. Yet as the
Men's Movement shows, a growing
group of men are offering the motive
and reason for new choices.
As bridge builders, EAP profes-

sionals can also be part of the solu-
tion. Simply put, EAPs need to make it
safer for men. Just as a professional
can be trained to develop specific
sensitivities for dealing with special
cultures or populations, men should
be handled the same way. Treating
men as a special population means
having the willingness to address
resistances that are socioculturally
rooted.

In startuzg a campaign to reach
men in the workplace, consider more
performance-oriented, less psycho-
logical issues. Consistent with male
values, EAPs that provide services to
help men achieve greater vocational
satisfaction can develop trust and
credibility so that men will have
somewhere to turn when deeper
concerns surface. Not only is such
an approach less threatening, it
introduces men to the EAP and its
services and to the idea of opening
the door wider to address other
issues. A major performance concern
for many men is their ability to
successfully manage their careers.
Men may respond best to topics and
services such as:
• resource referrals for career

counseling and development;
• individual assistance or small

groups on relating to co-workers;
• fitness programs linked to the

workplace, such as running groups
or softball leagues sponsored by the
EAP; and,
• employee education programs

pinpointing job performance
empowerment.

While none of these activities
exclude females, they may attract
men who normally wouldn't buy
into corporate-sponsored "therapy,"
as the EAP might Ue perceived.

Because these activities also
emphasize the quality of work, they
may indirectly combat issues related
to compulsive work. As for true job
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satisfaction, Weiss states, "Occupa-
tionally successful men often are
thought to have set out to get to the
top. Rarely is this true. Rather, they
have set out to do well in their job of
the moment ...advancement was a
byproduct of doing the best they
could at whatever they were doing."28

As male clients begin to utilize
the EAP, EAP staff will need to be
attentive to specific practice con-
cerns. For example, Sternback
emphasizes, "[M]en bring a gener-
ally high level of anxiety about the
length of service [on the job] that
reflects core issues around commit-
ment."29 EAP staff should inform
male clients as to how long it may
take to address the employee's
concern. Also, discuss with clients
the goals for each step in the helping
process and how these goals are
measured and completed. This may
prevent the client from feeling
overwhelmed by what may feel like
endless therapeutic analysis.

Another practice concern in-
volves the EAP professional's
gender. Male therapists should
recognize issues surrounding an
employee's transference. For
example, homophobic employees,

fearing a close relationship with
someone of the same sex, maybe
reluctant to self-disclose 30 Female
therapists working with males
should be sensitive to sex roles,
particularly those supporting
feminine values 31

Simply put,
EAPs need to

make it
safer for men.

Finally, utilization studies have
shown that co-workers can be
influential in referring their peers to
the EAP.32 The EAP can play an
important role in linking men who
share similar concerns much like an
Alcoholics Anonymous sponsorship.
Promoting such male peership'
through a buddy system, for in-
stance, might further reduce the
reluctance to seek assistance.

Conclusion
Because of their cultural condition-
ing, men are expected to live up to
specific standards that can't always
be met, if at all. As such, the needs of
men—much like those of any other
special population—have been
illustrated through the many
obstacles they may face such as
addiction and victimization. Para-
doxically, men are an underserved
population with regard to therapeu-
tic services.

While progress has been made in
developing ways to address men's
issues, such as the Men's Movement,
EAP professionals would benefit by
developing services and intervention
strategies aimed at linking men with
the care they need, all in the hopes
that EAP professionals will witness
the genuine self-actualization of men
u1 years ahead. ■

See page 41 for a list of references.

Christopher K. Drake, MSW, LSW, is a
recent graduate of the Univiersity of
Illinois at Chicago Jane Addams College of
Social Work and an EAP counselor with
Employee Resource Systems of Chicago,
Ill.

A healthy marketplace only respects definitions of quality which are
' and documented.

NEW
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"Building Trust aid Understanding Through .'Measurement"

NEW STANDARDS' outcome measurement services and assessment tools are Dractical ~lications of
the best standards and methods available for Behavioral Healthcare. Our products and services provide
a foundation to clinical standards and decision-mal~ng; enabling providers, payors, and purchasers to:

•Define and ascertain quality care

•Compare the cost-effectiveness of different levels of care

•Choose benefit design and treatment programs

•Ivianage day to day administrative limits and options

For more information contact: NEW STANDARDS, INC.
1 a80 Montreal Avenue/Suue 300/ St. Paul, MN 55116

1-800L75S-6299
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MEDIA UPDATE

BOOKS

The Climicia~i's Guide to Managed Mental Health
Care, by Norman Winegar, LCSW, CEAP. The
Haworth Press, Inc., 1992; 337 pp.; softcover, $29.95.
Contact: The Haworth Press, Inc., 10 Alice Street,
Binghamton, NY 13904-1580; 800-3-HAWORTH.
Very thorough discussion of historical developments
of managed care and its present day practice,
including HMOs, PPOs, and networks. EAPs
discussed in context of integrating MMHC f~.inc-
tions. Helpful in rnarketin.g to MMHCs, service
development, client advocacy, utilization manage-
ment. Useful resource listing and other appendices.

Return to Work b~ Design: Managing the Heiman
and Financial Costs of Disability, by Gene Dent.
Martin-Dennison Press, 1992; 111 pp.; softcover,
$28. Contact: Martin-Dennison Press, 3633 Stone
River Circle, Stockton, CA 95219-3146; 209-478-
3448. Writes the author, disability manager for the
University of California: "The speed with which
somebody returns to work often has little to do with
[physical healing] and more to do with feelings of
entitlement, domestic tensions, conflicts with
supervisors, work performance problems, mid-life
disappointments, and much more."

The Logic of Health-Care Reform: Transforming
American Medicine for the Better, by Paul Starr.
The Grand Rounds Press, 1992; 84 pp.; hardcover,
$21.95. Contact: The Grand Rounds Press, 333 Main
Street, Knoxville, TN 37902-1807; 615-595-5000. By
the Pulitzer Prize-winning author of The Social
Transforaitation of Arncricnn Medicine and a member of
the health-care task force chaired by Hillary Rodham
Clinton. Outlines a reform plan involving managed
competition, a global budget, and tax breaks for
small employers.

Employer's Guide to Self-Insuring Health Benefits,
by the Thompson Publishing Group. Spiral bound,
$279. Contact: Thompson Publishing Group,
Subscription Service Center, 7711 Anderson Road,
Tampa, FL 33634-3039; 800-677-3789. Billed as "all
the information you need." Topics covered include
COBRA and ADA, taxation, accounting, ERISA
exemptions and how they relate to state regulations,
recardkeeping, non-discriminatory testing, excess
loss coverage, and more.

Mental HeaCth Benefits: A Purchaser's Guide, by
William M. Glazer, MD, and Nancy N. Bell.
International Foundation of Employee Benefit
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Plans (IFEBP), 1993. 206 pp.; softcover, $55. Contact:
IFEBP, 18700 W. Bluemound Road, P.O. Box 69,
Brookfield, WI 53008-0069; 414-786-6700. Presents a
managed care approach with thorough discussions on:
conducting a mental health cost audit; psychiatric
disorders; treatment modalities and rnedic~tions;
designing/improving/evaluating a mental health plan;
integrating EAP with managed mental health functions;
and more.

DIRECTORIES/CATALOGS

Profiting from Managed Care in the Third Generation:
Strategies for Providers of Behavioral Healtl~ and
Substance Abuse Services, by Manisses
Communications Group, Inc. $65. Contact: Manisses,
Customer Service Department, P.O.
Box 3357, Providence, RI 02906-0757; 500-333-7771.
Explores the trends, objectives, and philosophies
of the "third generation" of managed care with inter-
viewswith industry leaders and detailed case studies.
Separate section includes specific strategies for provid-
ers, employers, insurers, and networks.

1993 Salary and Compe~zsation Stud y of Alcola~olism
and Dri~gAbuse Professionals, by the National Asso-
ciation of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Counselors
(NAADAC) Education and Research Foundation.
NAADAC-member price, $20; non-members, $40.
Contact: NAADAC, 3717 Columbia Pike, #300, Arling-
ton, VA 22204; 800-548-0497. The first national profile of
alcoholism and drug abuse counseling professionals'
saYaries features incomes, work trends, regional charac-
teristics by position, and more.

FILMS/TAPES

Sane ~ Sober, by Gary Whiteaker Corporation. Fif-
teen-and-a-half minutes; $275. Call for film/videotape
format. Contact: Gary Whiteaker Corp., P.O. Box 5007,
Cahokia, IL 62206; 800-851-5406. Aimed at dually
diagnosed clients. Eight people wit11 illnesses ranging
from schizophrenia to depression and an addictive
disorder talk about their struggle with a dual diagnosis
and their recovery.

Fact vs. Fear: AIDS in the Worlcplace, by Ainerica~i
Media Incorporated (AMI). Thirteen minutes; VHS, U-
matic, or Beta, $475; five-day rental, $120. Contact:
AMI, 4900 University Avenue, West Des Moines, IA
50266-6769; 800-262-2557. Covers how AIDS can and
cannot be transmitted and how it can impact the work-
place using the story of a person with AIDS and fearful
co-workers. Training leader's guide included.
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NORTH AMERICAN CONGRESS ON
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

NAC/EAP August 7-10, 1994 Le Centre Sheraton Montreal, Quebec

NAC/EAP (nac eap) n. 1. the definitive conference and exposition for
people in the employee assistance field; 2. the meeting that brings
together professionals from across the United States and Canada.

Montreal (Mon tre al) n. 1. nestled between the St. Lawrence River
and Mont-Royal, a city that combines the past, present and future; 2.
setting for fabulous restaurants, entertaining diversions and memorable
encounters; 3. where NAC/EAP (see above) will be next August.

Plan to get together with employee assistance professionals, fellow
human resource personnel and other benefit managers as NAC/EAP and
Montreal get together again next August.
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°~ o NAC/EAP
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By definition, the place to be.

Call Sylvia at 1-800-453-7733 for the complete program brochure.
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continued from page 12
healthy business climate than
waiting for the next health care
maven to unveil the "new and much
improved" system.

Employee assistance program
(EAP) professionals, insurance
companies, consortiums, self-
insured pension/benefit funds, etc.,
spend considerable time developing
and nurturing relationships with
providers to address the needs of
their constituency. These relation-
ships,based on trust and past
performance, have marked a relative

period of stability in the industry.
Individual treatment considerations
are addressed in fixed time frames,
and treatment follows a model that
provides for "rehabilitation." In 28
days (before most inpatient benefits
are exhausted), patients are edu-
cated, monitored, encouraged, and
directed. At discharge, aftercare
plans are formulated, the referring
orgax~.ation or individual contacted,
and patients are sent to discharge
destinations. As outcome studies
are few, how well patients do in the
residential setting is the topic of

"Coming home ft°om work ~ "Employees understanding of anger
to the kids is stressful... . management skills also worked
these strategies work!" to better their understanding of
"""""""""""• pressures on the job..."
"We support Preparing for the •
Drug Free Years because it is ' • • • • • • • • • ~~e want to reach
pro-active, not reactive..." all our employees."

`~ Preparing for the Drug Free Years
- ` `~ ` ~ ~ ~~'• ~'~ is a 10 hour training program using a

variety ofaudio/visual materials that
will give your employees the skills

~` j they need to reduce the risk of drug
and alcohol problems in their families.

~- ~ ~ t~~
~~

";~;~

Research-based, tested and

evaluated, this award-winning

curriculum has already reached

hundreds of thousands of families

in the U.S. and Canada.

With 85% of U.S. companies listing drug prevention programs

as their number o

wellness issue,
your business

can't afford to

be without

Preparing for the

Drug Free Years.
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considerable debate. However, the
justification for how long a patient
remains in treatment continues to
turn on the limits of insurance cover
age, not what makes sense clinically.

There are, of course, cases where
individuals require different treat-
mentprotocols over different time
frames. Some patients significantly
benefit from 28-day residential care.
Clinical justification, however, must
be part of every organization's QA
plan. A facility not addressing QA
issues can't hope to be responsive.
Yet if all a provider does is justify its
lengths.of stay, patient care becomes
compromised.

Providers must
stay conscious
of the direction
health care is

taking.
Wiz, e~

Providers must stay conscious of
the direction health care is taking.
Understanding the playing field
and its participants is fundamental
to survival. Utilizing all company
resources in a systematic, planned
way in response to changing
conditions in the industry is critical.

Clinically driven programs that
compel clinicians to justify, to inquire,
and to challenge the premises of the
care being given can lead to better,
more efficient delivery systems that
underline that which has always
been the best. part of the job—
meeting the needs of the patient. ■

Alfonso Tafoya is president and chief
executive officer of Villa Outpatient
Center located in New York City.
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continued from page 23
his or her job demands and perfor-
mance with that of others. Psycho-
logically, the Outcast's need for
affiliation conflicts with the pressure
to conform on the job. The worker
may try to confront the situation
once or twice and, if unsuccessful,
may try to ally with other Outcasts
to create an affiliation for themselves.

Case Example: Sherri
Sherri was a 29-year-old court clerk.
She enjoyed her job and was pro-
motedsoon after being hired. Shortly
thereafter, she began feeling as
though other clerks avoided her.
They were older, "earthy" women,
and Sherri liked wearing make-up
and more fashionable clothing. And
although all the clerks seemed to get
along okay, Sherri sensed some
resentment.

Then, a judge confronted Sherri
about the "affair" she was having
with the court administrator. The
charge was totally false, and the
judge later learned that the incident
was only a rumor started by another
clerk. Although the judge apolo-
gized, Sherri was concerned that her
reputation had suffered as other men
in the court began flirting with her.

Sherri's confidence in herself
plummeted. She had crying spells at
work and gained 20 pounds within
weeks. She also experienced trembl-
ingand hair loss. Her doctor diag-
nosed her as Adjustment Disorder
with Mixed Emotional Features and
placed her on stress leave.

The Constant Turmoil Worker
The Constant Turmoil Worker is an
individual who brings multiple, pre-
exisiingconditions and conflicts to the
job. These workers often come from
dysfunctional families and often
have pastor current histories of
alcohol or other drug abuse, failed
relationships, or physical ailments.

They are generally adequate
workers—so long as work provides
them with stability. But when it
doesn't, when there is a change in
their job requirements, supervisor,
or pay status, for instance, problems
arise. Like the straw that broke the
camel's back, such changes can
cause a major imbalance in how the
worker feels abouthim- or herself
and the job. They may frantically
reach out for help with their pain,
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~~~~D•~ for Prevention
and Recovery

Stress, a factor in the problem.
Stress management, a factor in the solution.
Stressdots°,~ a tool for successful stress management.
Stressdots monitor stress by changing color
with changing skin temperature.

A Stressdot, worn on the hand, provides
feedback at a glance, making it the perfect
tool for successful relaxation training all day.

Stressdots help build self-awareness while
providing an early stress warning signal,
that can be responded to effectively with a practical relaxation technique.

Designed to meet your needs. Priced to fit your budget.
Available in a variety of delivery systems:

• Personalized Stressdot Training Card
•Health Fair Kit • Stressdot Kit •Train the Trainer Kit

Relaxation Exercise Cassette Series .... and more

For Information and Free Sample Call Toll Free 800-666-6505 extension 1041
Sunsource Health Products, Inc., 535 Lipoa Parkway, Kihei, Maui, HI 96753
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GOAL IS TO DO BOTH

At Harbor Oaks Hospital, we're changing the face of our community. For the
better. For the good. With a new name. Expanded programs and services. A
dedicated team of caring professionals. A renewed commitment to improving

the lives of those around us. Everyday.

Formerly Psychiatric Center of Michigan Hospital, our singular mission is to
provide outstanding yet affordable outpatient, day treatment, and inpatient
services to the emotionally or behaviorally impaired and chemically dependent.

Harbor Oaks Hospital is synonymous with compassionate, quality care. From
prevention and early detection to community outreach and aggressive

treatment. The solution begins —and becomes full circle — at Harbor Oaks.

~,, HARB OR OAKS
HOSPITAL

35031 23 Mile Road •New Baltimore, MI 48047

(313) 725-5777
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often in many directions. Such behavior
is not malingering, but a genuine
psychological pain. The worker feels,
"Now it's my turn to get help," and psy-
chological intervention is warranted.
Yet though much of the stress maybe
job-related, much of it ispre-existing.

Case Example: Donna
Donna, a 45-year-old registered nurse,
described her childhood as "disgrace-
ful." Her parents divorced when she
was three. An active alcoholic, her
mother had several turbulent rela-
tionships with men, one of whom
molested Donna when she was 10.

In spite of all this, Donna finished
nursing school with above average
grades, married, and had 2 children.
However, her husband was an alco-
holic and physically abusive. She also
drank herself unconscious every
night. Eventually however, she real-
ized the need for change, divorced
her husband, and joined Alcoholics
Anonymous.

Also at this time, Donna took a
job at a local hospice. She found the
work rewarding and felt as though
she was making a significant
contribution to society. What's

So now ~1~". r' ■'~ ~ r' specialized~~
what? You've

I
classes.

I

worked the Pioneers in
steps, gone to the meetings, addictions, or depression. But this field, we offer a complete
and you're still not where you there is a way to stop the continuity of treatment for
thought you would be. The pain... addictive disorders, with
fact is, although you have ...At The Meadows, our inpatient, outpatient, and
resolved some of the conflicts "family-of-origin° therapy aftercare programs. The
there may be other issues uncovers original childhood Meadows' 12-Step program
repressed in your traumas and helps you helps you re-enter the world
subconscious causing process these issues through of reality, responsibility and
dysfunctional relationships, intensive group therapy, respect –and gives you the
barriers to intimacy, cross experiential workshops and strength to stay there.

JCAHO accredited, with
commendation for excellence.
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24 Hours a day.
All calls are confi'de~atial.

more, she worked out a schedule
that allowed her time with her
children. She even said that her job
was the one thing that pulled her
through hard times.

Then, cutbacks forced the hospice
to eliminate a weekend nursing po-
sition. The reinanvng noises worked
a rotating weekend shift to fill the
position. Donna became extremely
distraught. She began experiencing
symptoms of panic disorder, includ-
ing fainting spells, chest pains, and
a fear of dying. She believed she had
contracted a terminal illness from a
patient, but medical tests proved
otherwise. She began to fear going
to work and "being around all that
death." Eventually, she filed a
stress claim, saying, "I'll finally get
the help I've needed for years."

The Malingerer
The Malingerer is the type of worker
who feels that work owes him or her
something. While they present them-
selves well in job interviews,
Malingerers always seem to be trying
to get something for nothing. 'They
also have ahistory—often, a well-
concealed history~f minor legal
offenses, a poor employment record,
or frequent litigations. They are also
usually very knowledgeable of the
Workers' Compensation process.
They may know key phrases and
issues and think of themselves as
"jixnior attorneys." They tend to de-
scribework-related sixessors without
the sadness or anger a truly injured
worker might feel, and they tend to
avoid treatment out of fear of being
"found out" Their only true interest
is in obtaining their benefits quickly.

Case Example: ferry
Jerry was a 41-year-old sales repre-
sentative for a pharmaceutical com-
pany. After six months on the job,
he was warned about the "exces-
sive" use of his expense account,
which included several dinners
costing upwards of $200 and first-
class airfare to a pharmaceutical
convention in Hawaii. And although
he produced above average sales,
he developed a history of excessive
absences. After taking a company
vehicle on an unauthorized trip to
Las Vegas, he was fired.

The day after his termination,
Jerry filed a stress claim, contending

continued on page 44
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continued from page 31

their deaths), and her delayed entry
into the workforce (or her upcoming
retirement). If she hasn't worked, she
may be at home bored, depressed,
and drinking. With her role as a
parent over, she watches her husband
become consumed in his career while
he pays little or no attention to these
transitions and his wife's need for
support. Therefore, she turns to a
reliable support, one which she's
turned to throughout her life—
drinking. Her adult children may
play on her guilt and expect her to
provide them with financial support
and free childcare, which only
increases her frustration and, hence,
drinking. Getting her into treatment
is difficult because she doesn't take
time for herself.

If she seeks employment, she has
difficulty competing with younger,
more experienced workers. Because
she's over 40, she may have been out
of the job market for as long as 20
years. Her self-esteem is low and she
feels it's too late fora "real career."
As a result, she accepts a job that is
beneath her potential. Because she
lacks seniority, she's vulnerable to a
layoff.

Her menopause is another issue.
When she seeks medical help for
the discomforts of this physical life
transition, her physician prescribes
tranquilizers, antidepressants, or
sleep medications. She finds quick
relief in abusing her prescriptions. If
she is also drinking, her combined
use can lead to a dual addiction.
The fifth profile is of a woman in

her 40s, climbing the corporate
ladder, and struggling with the
career need to think and be "more
like a man." Her emotional pain is
the result of her "defective feminin-
ity" and being "one of the guys."
Because others see her as "having it
all;' her needs go unrecognized.
Alcohol is a major part of her social
and professional life.
The sixth profile is the woman in

the 60-plus age range. Her use has
increased over the years, but it's
always been a secret. Her use has also
followed a pattern of male chemical
dependence similar to that described by
Jellinek, whose research formed the
basis for understanding alcohol and
other drug dependence as a disease.'

This woman may also be a
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delayed drinker who did not begin
using until her 40s or 50s. If con-
fronted about her declining job per-
formance, she will retire to avoid
going to treatment. Denial is
particularly high at this age. Her
addiction maybe complicated by
abuse of prescription drugs. Her
support system is limited and
declines further as she experiences
the loss and death of peers. Her will
to live lessens as she struggles with
the stigma attached to aging and
the value society places on youth.
The seventh profile is the

lesbian facing society's disapproval
of her sexual choice. Much of her
social life evolves around gay bars.
She also must deal with issues of
being raised in a home touched by
addiction.

• Creative approaches must be
used to bring women into treatment
without furthering the stigma of the
chemically dependent female.
While in treatment, the specific
needs of each woman must be
addressed. A thorough assessment
of each woman's social, emotional,
cultural, racial, and medical history

is a good way of identifying just what
her needs are. From there, treatment
must focus on developing individual
strengths and coping skills and
establishing new ways of behavior
that will avoid the use of chemical
substances. Cost-effective group
therapy can address several treat-
ment issues, including: being female;
racial/cultural issues; career choices;
the "how to's" of healthy relation-
ships; self-image and self-esteem;
living alone in a world made for
couples; parent/child issues; and,
separation from the family of origin.
Other issues to be addressed for the
individual woman include: role
changes; dual career marriages;
leaving, retiring, or reentering the
workforce; divorce; remarriage; and,
sexual issues, including sexual
orientation and sexual abuse. ■

See page 41 for a list of references.

Anne Sabri, CDC III, OPC, NCRC, NCAC,
is a prevention consultant with New
Beginnings Recovery House, Inc., in
Mansfield, Ohio.
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• Evaluations •Family 6c Workplace Interventions
• Inpatient Detoxification &Rehabilitation
•Aftercare •Partial Hospitalizaiton Program

•Intensive Outpatient Care "First Step" Program
• "Nurses Helping Nurses"

• Comprehensive Family Services
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Smithers Alcoholism &Drug Abuse Treatment Center
A Division of St. Luke's-Roosevelt Hospital Center

1000 Tenth Avenue, New York, NY 10019
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contunedfroni page 40
that he had developed depressive
symptoms due to the constant pres-
sure to perform on the job. He
obtained an attorney who referred
him for psychological testing and
psychotherapy. However, Jerry kept
only one psychotherapy appointment.
He never completed the psychologi-
cal testing, canceled three appoint-
ments and failed to show up for two
others. He told his attorney, "Doc-
tors' appointments are too much
pressure. What I need is rest." He
encouraged the attorney to settle the
case "for nuisance value." The
attorney later learned that Jerry had
provided a false employment
history and dropped the case.

Conclusion
The need-press theory suggests that
achieving consistency between an
employee's needs and the presses of
the job would reduce stress claims.
In theory, this could be accom-
plished by: adjusting the needs of the
workers in certain of the seven
profiles above; adjusting the presses
or demands of the workplace to
meet the needs of workers in certain

'°r_ 1u

of the seven categories; or, placing
workers in positions that maximize
need-press consistency. Inconsisten-
cies between workers' needs and the
workplace presses are bound to
develop periodically, and how such
conflicts are handled by the em-
ployer is as important as the conflicf
itself. In such situations, early, open,.

~A]chieving
consistency between
an employee's needs
and the presses of

the job would reduce
stress claims.

non-punitive communication
between employee and employer is
one way of maximizing need-press
consistency.

These profiles offer a general

Aspen Achievement THE ASPEN DIFFETZENCE

Academy specializes in ■Residential treatment in lieu
the h•eatment of teenagers of hospitalization

with psychiatric, emotional ■Time-limited program
and substance abuse (60 days)

disorders. ~S~'~~
■ Mandatory family

Approved by most in-
involvement which

ACI-Il~vI:MI:IVf must be committed to
surance and managed care during admissions process
companies nationwide. A~~ ■Nationally recognized

AuoiFSCFrrr Ouiix~a outdoor therapy program

800-283-8334 THean~~ NecxaL~na ■Excellent outcome studies
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structure for understanding what
causes stress claims and how they
might be prevented. It should be
noted that they are based on clinical
experience only. Further research
may show whether empirical,
psychological test data support these
seven profiles. Additionally, the
research presented in this article
does not address certain specific-
issue claims such as sexual harass-
ment or racial discrimination.
Regardless, these profiles offer a
theoretical basis for preventing stress
claims. Current political solutions
that favor either employers or
injured workers along partisan lines
miss the mark. Stress claims are, after
all, disruptive to both the worker
and employer. ■

See page 41 for a list of references.

Lawrence T. Woodburn, PhD, is president
and Suzanne M. Simpson, PhD, a consult-
ing psychologist with California Consult-

!~ ing Group (CCG) located in La Jolla. CCG
provides customized EAPs and consultation
to business and industry nationwide.

Illinois EAPA Chapter
Honors Two

Two members of the Illinois Chapter of the
Employee Assistance Professionals Associa-
tion (EAPA) were honored as "Members of the
Year" during the chapter's Annual Confer-
ence. Leo Miller (above left), coordinator of
Passages Employee Assistance Program,
serves on the chapter's board of directors,
chairs the chapter's Certification and CEU
Committee, and is a member of the Publicity
Committee. He's been a member of the
Illinois Chapter since 1981. Shari Ligett (above
right), executive director of Harris,
Rothenberg Int., serves on the board of
directors, is chair of the chapter's Publicity
Committee, and a member of the Ethnic and
Cultural Concerns Committee. Shari also
maintains a private consulting practice and is
editor of the chapter newsletter, News. She
joined the Illinois Chapter in 1983. ■
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Detoxification Treatment Program
The average length of stay in ratio is standard. One-on-
the Subacute program is five one, twenty-four hour-a<lay
days. The Sub-acute level of visual monitoring is
care necessitates the highest provided by the nursing staff
level of medical monitoring. to patients requiring this
Twenty-four hour-a-day level of care.
nursing with a 1:3 patient

Short-term Inpatient Rehabilitation Services
A multidisciplinary treatment treatrnent plan. Each patient
team consisting of the Medical works with this treatment
Director, Addictionologist, team throughout their

Psychologist, Nutritionist, inpatient stay so that their

Nurse, Master's-level specific treatment goals are

Therapist and an Addictions achieved. The treatrnent
Counselor review all the team meets a minimum of

findings and develop each once per week to evaluate the
patient's specific patient's progress.

Partial Hospitalization
A multilevel outpatient meets their needs. All

program consistent with an services are conducted by fixll-
Addiction Medicine model. time professionals under the

Patients are assigned to a leadership of our Medical

level within the overall Directors, our Board Certified

program, based on medical Psychiatrist and our
necessity and which best Addictionologist.

Intensive Outpatient Services
This program serves patients the primary treatrnent team.
who are stable enough to This strategy has dramatically
continue their work during reduced the number of
the day, and who can be patients dropping out of
involved in intensive evening veatrnent during the transfer
sessions. Apatient-specific from one level of care to
treatment plan is developed another.
in conjuncpon with

After Care
The outpatient treatrnent After Care is generally

program, administered one or provided at a later stage of

two times per week, is Outpatient Treatrnent.

designed for individuals who
are in need of stabilization,
but don't require intensive
outpatient service.
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-ALABAMA -- -ILLINOIS ~ MINNESOTA

UAB Center for Psychiatric Medicine New Day Center of Hinsdale hospital The Gables
1713 6th Avenue South 120 N. Oak Street 604 Fifth Street, S.W.
Birmingham, AL 35294-0018 Hinsdale, IL 60521 Rochester, MN 55902
205-934-7008 or 800-782-1133 708-887-2652 507-282-2500 or 800-GABLES-0

UAB Center for Psychiatric Medicine is a new, New Day Center of Hinsdale Hospital offers Since 1983, The Gables has offered extended
"state-of-the-art," 75-bed free-standing comprehensive, individualized treatment for care treatment for chemically dependent adult
hospital, which is connected with one of the alcoholism and other drug addictions. Family women. We offer structured treatment provided
country's top medical centers. Our inpatient members are fully involved in the treatment process. by a professional staff, utilising the 12-step
divisions include: Adult, Child-Adolescent and Care is delivered through several modalities including philosophy and other support services. Services
Geriatric. Some of the programs that we offer detoxification, inpatient, day hospital and intensive include: Alcoholism and Drug Addictions with
are: Affective Disorders, Partial Hospitalization, outpatient treatment. New Day Center has the most Eating Disorders, Psychiatric and Mental

Obsessive Compulsive Disorders, Panic- extensive.aftercare program in its service area making Health Programs, Abuse Issues, Relationship
Anxiety Disorders, Women's Disorders, Adult us your best choice for effective treatment. Conflicts or Living Skilis. JCAHO Accredited.
Attention Deficit.

-IOWA -- ~ OHIO
~ COLORADO ~~

Harold Hughes Men's and Buckeye Boys Ranch, Inc.

ClearView of Colorado Women's Recovery Centers 5665 Hoover Road

521 W. 5th Street 603 East 14th Street Grove City, OH 43123

Florence, CO 81226 Des Moines, IA 50309 614-875-2371 or TTY 614-875-6066
719-784-6337 800-247-0764 Continuum of residential, day and outpatiend
C1earView of Colorado's team of professionals Nationally recognized for 10 years as the leader in community services for boys and girls ages 10-
have developed a reputation for providing the sepazate treatment for men and women, Harold Hughes 18. State-of-the-art Intensive Care Center pro-

highest levels of quality care at very affordable Centers at Des Moines General Hospital offer 34-bed vides cost-effective intervention in a secure set
prices. Our intensive extended treatment Inpatient treatment, as well as Partial Hospitalization, ling. Special unit for deaf students. Open campus
program is capable of addressing multiple Relapse, and Outpatient. With the highest quality treatment for boys offers moderately structured

issues while maintaining a supportive, caring health care -and affordable costs -that Iowa is known milieu. Prevocational work experience, verbal,

environment. We provide help for women for, Harold Hughes Men's and Women's Recovery expressive and kinetic and recreational

suffering from: Dual Diagnosis, Chemical Centers also provide the nation's most respected name therapies. Emphasis on family involvement and
Dependency, Codependency, Eating Disorders, in the alcoholism field. close working relationships. JCAHO accredited.
and Sexual Trauma. JCAHO accredited.

-MASSACHUSETTS _ ~ PENNSYLVANIA —
~ FLORIDA —~~

Wild Acre Inns KidsPeace Corp.

The FRIARY, Inc. 108 Pleasant Street 1650 Broadway

4400 Hickory Shores Blvd. Arlington, MA 02174 Bethlehem, PA 18015

Gulf Breeze, FL 32561 617-643-0643 or 800-724-4667 800-854-3123 - Admissions

904-932-9375 Wild Acre Inns provides community-based psychiatric National Referral Network - S00-KID-SAVE

Pensacola, FL &Mobile, AL-The FRIARY residential and day treatment throughout 11 locations KidsPeace National Centers for Kids in Crisis

provides a full range of sub-acute services for in eastern Massachusetts and Boston. Our cost- is a private, non-profit corporation with head-

addictiveillness and related problems. Cost- effective programs enable adults and adolescents to quarters in eastern PA. We offer an integrated

effective services include Detoxification, transition from the hospital to the community or avoid continuum of residential, clinical and psycho-

Residential Rehabilitation, Partial Hospitalization hospitalization altogether. We specialize in a full educational services to children, adolescents

("Day Treatment'), &Outpatient individual & range of psychiatric disorders and offer a comprehen- and their families. Inpatient psychiatric

group counseling. A serene residential setting live continuum of care. Treatment goals and schedules services for children and adolescents and a

provides the hub for a system of satellite out- are developed with special consideration to individual dually diagnosed unit for adolescents are

patient centers. The FRIARY enjoys a long and family needs. offered through The Nationa(Hospital for Kids

history of success. Its strong assets include an rn Crisis, located in Orefield, PA. Treatment

emphasis on the family and an experienced staff. -MICHIGAN —" programs are located in PA, IN and ME.

~ GEORGIA —~~ Birchwood Center For Lakewood Psychiatric Treatment Center

Chemical Dependency RR #7, Box 7503

Willingway Hospital 1501 West Chisholm St. E. Stroudsburg, PA 18301

311 Jones Mill Road Alpena, MI 48707 (Located on Cherry Lane, Analomink, PA)

Statesboro, GA 30458 1-800-288-7242 800-643-6803, 717-476-4610

800-242-9455 Located in the relaxed setting of Michigan's northeast Lakewood provides highly structured therapy

Willingway Hospital is a JCAHO-accredited lower peninsula, Birchwood offers quality staff and programs in a peaceful, beautiful setting in the

acute-care hospital that specializes in alcohol- innovative treatment programs to fit the needs of each Pocono Mountains. This combination of

ism And drug addiction. The inpatient, 12-step individual client. Traditional and intesive outpatient clinical treatment in a loes-stress environment is

program is designed for men, women and services and residential programs are all available, the key to successfi~l, short-term intervention.

adolescents. Established in 1966, the 40-bed Immediate openings. Special programs available for programs offered: Post-Traumatic Stress

hospital is recognized as one of the 20 "Most women and family groups. Disorders, Depression/Anxiety and Pain

Recommended" of The 100 Best Treatment Disorders, Obsessive/Compulsive Disorders

Centers for Alcohol and Drug Abuse. (Alcohol, Drug and Compulsive Eating), Pain
Diagnostic. Accredited by Joint Commission
on Accreditation, Health Insurance Approval.
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Penn Foundation Recovery Center

807 Lawn Avenue
Sellersville, PA 18960
215/257-9999
1-800-245-7366

Penn Foundation, located in rural Bucks County, is

a non-profit community facility offering a full
range of mental health, mental retardation and
alcohol and other drug treatment programs. The
Recovery Center is a 23-bed residential treatment
facility for adults with alcohol and other chemical
dependencies, and includes a track for those with
addictions in combination with mental illness.
Services available include medical and non-
medical detox; outpatient and intensive outpatient
programs; speciai needs including relapse
prevention, ACOA, co-dependency, adolescent
outpatient services, and family services; 12-step
oriented. Staff includes psychiatrists, physicians,
psychologists, R.N.'s, certified addictions
counselors, and master's level therapists. State
licensed; JCAHO accreditation; founded in 1955.

RHODE ISLAND _

The Providence Center
32 Branch Avenue
Pro~dence, RI 02904
401-861-6262 or 1-800-456-0300

The Providence Center is a licensed outpatient
mental health organization, offering a wide range
of mental health and substance abuse treatment
services. Services are provided for adults and
children adolescents with serious mental illnesses,
as well as those experienceing emotional
difficulties and addiction. Individual, group and
family counseling is available. The Providence
Center offers EAPs, employee training Managed
Care Services.

WISCONSIN

Kinnic Falls
900 South Orange Street
River Falls, WI 54022
800-525-4712 715-426-5950

Kinnic Falls, a 46-bed Halfway HouseBxtended
Care Facility, is anon-profit and has been in
continuous operation since 1973. The program is
12-Step based with comprehensive counseling for
clients with multiple issues. Access to University
of Wisconsin resources. Near metropolitan
Minneapolis-St. Paul area.

WASHINGTON

St. Peter Chemical Dependency Center
4800 College St., SE
Lacey, WA 98503
206-456-7575

The St. Peter Chemical Dependency Center offers
separate inpatient programs for adults and
adolescents; adult intensive outpatient program,
including DWI and DOL deferred prosecution
programs; and a smokestoppers program. For free,
confidential information and assistance, ca11206-
456-7575 or 1-800/332-0465. Washington State
and JCAHO approved. Sisters of Providence.
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When your employee comes back to work,

i
t
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he won't come back alone.
That's because at Stuyvesant Square, our individualized in-

patient and outpatient treatment programs are designed to help
recovering employees with the challenging transition to a productive,
chemical-free life. Our intensive inpatient treatment includes two full
years of Aftercare, and our outpatient program lets your employees
stay on the job while getting treatment during convenient evening
hours. The Aftercare and outpatient programs are just two facets of
our comprehensive, hospital-based treatment approach which provides
our patients—your employees—with the knowledge, skills and support
they need to understand and overcome chemical dependence.

To find out how we can help your chemically dependent
employees become productive again, please call us or write for our
brochure.

Stuyvesant• Square
The Chemical Dependency Treatment Program

of Beth Israel Medical Center
170 East End Ave. at 87th St., New York, NY 10128

(212) 870-9777
35 on
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■ help wanted ■

■ products ■

Professional (Malpractice)
Liability Insurance For

• Individuals
•Employee Assistance Programs
• Alcohol &Drug Rehab Centers
• Group Homes and Halfway Houses
• Treatment Centers
Counseling Centers

o Drunk-Driver Programs
• Outpatient Centers
• Directors and Officers Liability

(Nonprofit) Agencies &Boards
THOMAS E. VAN WAGNER

INSURANCE
21 Maple Avenue

P.O. Box 5710, Bayshore, NY 11706

(516) 666-1588
1-800-735-1588

SAP CovHSELOR
Geisinger Wyoming Valley Medical Center,
which is part of a large healthcare system,
including its own HMO and 18 family practice
and specialty sites in Northeastern
Pennsylvania has an opportunity for an
Employee Assistance Counselor. This
counselor will service Geisinger, Eastern
Region with a total of 1,600 employees, and
also interact with Geisinger, Danville campus.

GEISINGER OFFERS: ~
✓A competitive salary
✓A comprehensive

benefit package including:

■health insurance
(including dental, vision)

The successful candidate will possess a
master's degree in social work, psychology,
or related healthcare or human services field.
Current certification as an Addictions Counselor
(CAC) is preferred; current certification as an
Employee Assistance Professional (CEAP) is
mandatory. Familiarity with a twelve step
recovery program is strongly preferred.
Qualified candidates should submit a current
resume/application to:

Geisinger Wyoming Valley Medical Center
Human Resources Department
1000 East Mountain Drive
Wilkes-Barre, PA 18711

(717) 826-7966
EOE

■ life insurance

■ 401 K with 5%
employer contribution

■ accrued leisure and
sick time

■ paid holiday time

■ tuition assistance

Geisin3erm

• Enhance the effectiveness
of your EAP.

• Hlgh-quality, timely, Informa-
tive articles—ready-to-use.
• 12 articles per year on such

coplcs as: mental Health, ramly
Issues, stress, addiction.

• Fast, simple—and valued
at under $15 per article.
Call today)

Noel R. Eggebraaten, MS, CEAP, at
414/734-8500 to order your EAP Clips. Or write
EAP Clips, 4321 W. College Ave., Appelton,
WI 54914.

EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE

Aroostook Mental Health Center and Fraser Paper Co.,
Ltd. are seeking an Employee Assistance Coordinator
to administer the FACE program. Our compensation
package includes liberal fringe benefits, and assis-
tance with interview and relocation expenses. This
position offers opportunity for professional challenge
and growth in an industrial setting while providing an
opportunity to live in a beautiful rural environment.

Responsibilities include assessment, brief treatment
consultation, training, and marketing.

Requirements are a master's degree in Social Work,
Psychology, Human Relations, or a related field with
previous EAP experience.

–equal o~~iortunity Ey~a1~loyer–

Mail Ronald G. Thibodeau Personnel Director
Resume Aroostook Mental Health Center

to: P.O. Box 1018
Caribou, ME 04736

or FAX: 207-49 2-3181

■ services ■

RESOURCE EAP INC.

Employee Assistance Program Consultants—
providing services nationwide. Contact: Bob
Appleby at 1-800-421-REAP.
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Giving EAP DIGEST' as a gift to local
corporate referral sources is an excellent
way to say "Thanks" and "We Care" to
all those who are striving for adrug-free
workplace:

♦ Business owners
♦ Personnel managers
♦ Occupational

health professionals

♦ Human resource
professionals

The Gift Subscription Program is an
effective, economical way to reach

'potential referrals. For example, you
~ could choose businesses in your area
that have over 100 employees and
send a gift of a one-year EAP DIGEST
subscription to their personnel
managers or CEO.

B~t'e Can F/elp Unlock The Doors To

Corporate Referrals In Your Area!

Call the adverlisin~ department today at

1-800453-7733
and we'll fill you in on all the details.

EAP DIGEST
1863 Technology Drive,
Troy, MI 4flOfi3-4244
SAX: 313/5II8-GG33
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EMPLOYEE ISSUES

Hel ing Em to ees Mana e Chan ep p Y g g

Bruce Cryer

Many of today's workers are simply not equipped to
adapt to the changes taking place in today's corpora-
tions. As companies restructure and "do more with
less;' employees are experiencing incredible stress.
Working in these volatile, unstable conditions often
leaves workers looking over their shoulders, fearing the
next management d irective, downsizing announcement,
orcost-cutting policy. Management practices like Total
Quality Management (TQM), designed to meet the
challenges of global competition, only add more re-
sponsibility.Meanwhile, the role of the employee assis-
tanceprogram (EAP) has broadened to include a wider
array of skills and services to meet the mental and
emotional health needs of an increasingly stressed
workforce.

Keeping the workforce healthy and productive re-
quires strategies that address~ven anticipate—orga-
nizational change. EAPs that have a strong preventive
component and that complement various TQM pro-
cesseswill play an increasingly greater role within the
organization in years to come..

Kobasa's landmark study of employee attitudes dur-
ing AT&T's divestiture singled out three important
qualities among workers who thrived during change:

1). They had control over their lives.
2). They saw the situation as a challenge, not an

obstacle.
3). They had a commitment to life outside work—

family,personal growth, hobbies, etc.
One gauge of an employee's mental and emotional

health is his or her ability to adapt to change. Employees
who manage their reactions to the change and challenge
of work maintain healthier, balanced perspectives, reduce
"downtime," and contribute more to the organization..

Proactive EAP professionals are identifying areas of
organizational change and the ways in which their
services can respond to the benefit of workers and the
organization. Preventive strategies implemented in
advance of new company policies enable employees to
anticipate a new corporate direction and adjust accord-
ingly. Such strategies show workers that, although
change is on the horizon, their well-being is important.
Sincere care and compassion can have a powerful im-
pact on the morale and motivation of a workforce.
One EAP that closely monitors the organizational

development of its contracting clients is Occupational
Health Services (OHS) of Larkspur, Calif. By listening to
their client's needs, OHS has been able to develop
services outside the traditional EAP arena. With the
recent trend in corporate downsizing, the need for their
services has grown dramatically. Michael Palmertree,

50

an OHS vice president, said companies with no prior layoffs
have sought OHS's help in making the most humane transi-
tionpossible for both remaining and displaced employees.
One way of accomplishing this involves frequent employee
workshops to openly discuss controversial issues and the
traumatic effects of downsizing.

The Institute of HeartMath, a northern California educa-
tional and research corporation, has also developed such
programs, including Inner Quality ManagementT"' (IQM)
programs to help employees adapt to stressful changes and
empower the total quality process. Inner quality starts with
managing one's negative reactions to stress so that changes or
pressures in the workplace don't set off a chain reaction of
anxiety, frustration, poor communication, and inefficiency.
Through understanding the management training tools and
corporate objectives of each client, the Institute customizes its
trainings to include the psychological attitudes, quality-
control processes, and systems required to move forward.
Training professionals report that inner quality-based pro-
gramsenhance communication skills and cooperative action,
increase personal flexibility, and enable individuals to act
coolly in the face of crises and deadlines.

According to Ed Garner, director of EAP services at Psy-
chology Systems of Milpitas, Calif., "TQM will have limited
effectiveness without Inner Quality Management. While it is
possible for a company to achieve a recognizable level of
quality management by looking at its operational systems—
datamanagement, delivery scheduling, production resources,
etc.—that kind of quality can never be as long lasting or as
satisfying without a commitment to inner personal excel-
lence." For the company moving in a new direction, an
empowered, caring workforce is essential for long-term suc-
cess. TQM will remain a corporate underachiever, however,
until companies recognize that inner quality is a prerequisite
to the mental and emotional health of the workforce. For EAP
professionals interested in IQM, the Institute of HeartMath is
an expert in the field.

During these turbulent times, EAP resources and skills are
indispensable in helping employees deal with change.
Through research and increased interaction with corporate
management, EAP professionals can proactively respond to
a broader range of needs so that their services can be utilized
more fully. Companies want employees who perform and
who are loyal, high-achievers. Employees want to work in a
caring environment that improves their quality of life. EAP
professionals who actively promote programs that prevent
stress and enhance employee attitudes and social skills will
position themselves well for the remainder of this decade.

Bruce Cryer is director of corporate training at the Institute of
HeartMath in Boulder Creek, Calif., and editor of Self Empowerment,
the Heart Approach to Stress Management, by Doc Lew Childre.
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Let us show you how we can be one of
your most unexpected resources.

Our Managed Health Care Directors can be a valuable
resource to you and your clients, providing information about
treatment options and the responsible use of pharmaceuticals.

Our goal, like yours, is to allow clients to return to work
quickly and productively. To find out more about how we can

help, call 1-800-253-8600, extension 3-4256.

A Valuable Partner in Managed Health Care
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Some things never change. But they do get better.

REC RYUVE
It's true. Some things never change. Valley Hope
has been committed to a VALUE plus RECOVERY
philosophy since 1967. We have always delivered a
quality alcohol and drug treatment product. We have
always offered that product at an affordable price.
And, most importantly, our focus has always been on
individual recovery. As long as there is a Valley Hope,
those things wffl never change.

But while some things may never change, they do get
better. Valley Hope's commitment to individual
recovery is even stronger today. Quality treatment
services are almost like second nature to our dedicated
staff as we develop and implement a continuum of
care. And, we continue to offer treatment at prices
substantially below the industry average.

~ ~
NEBRASKA

COLORADO KANSAS MI;

~~

OKLAHOMA

ARIZONA f _ ~
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Yes, there have been changes made at Valley Hope.
We are doing some things differently today. But all
the changes made have been patient and recovery
oriented. These changes serve to reinforce and
reaffirm our commitment to the VALE_ plus
RECOVERY philosophy.

Valley Hope does o'er real value in today's chemical
dependency treatment market. Residential, partial or
day care, weekend intensive outpatient, traditional
outpatient, social detoxification, assessment/evaluation,
and individual counseling services available. Individual
treatment planning with ASAM admission/discharge
criteria utilized. Call today and put VALUE plus
RECOVERY to work for you.
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Ask about our innovative FLY TO RECOVERY
PROGRAM ... We can work with any location
across the United States and wlll deliver the
EXCEPTIONAL VALUE your company is looking
for in today's healthcare market.

VALLEY HOPE

INFORMATION ASSOCIATION
8~-~54-0486 

Alcohol and Drug Addiction Treatment

Corporate OIT'ices 103 South Wabash
P.O. Box 510 Norton, Kansas 67654

(913) 877-5111
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